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Foreword
This manual is intended to assist you in starting to use your DURAG product.
In this publication you will find information and technical data for planning,
installation / commissioning, operation and maintenance of the D−R 800.
The functional diagram for the overall equipment and the device components,
together with a spare parts list complete this information.
We hope that our products and services make a significant contribution to your
success. We will be delighted if the information provided achieves this.
If you have further questions on the products or applications of the
DURAG GROUP, please contact our Support & Service!
Their addresses and phone numbers can be found on page 153 (DURAG
GROUP company addresses).
Further information is also available at www.durag.de
Please read the following information carefully! It is important for your safety
and to avoid damage to the D−R 800 and to the environment.

D−R 800
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General
The product described in this manual left the factory in perfectly safe and inspected
condition. To maintain this condition and to ensure the correct and safe
operation of this product, it may only be used in the way described by the
manufacturer. In addition, faultless and safe operation of this product requires
appropriate transport, correct storage and installation, as well as careful
operation and maintenance.
This manual contains the necessary information for use of the product
described therein for the intended purpose. It is meant for the use of technically
qualified persons who have been trained on the product, specially educated or
have relevant knowledge of the field of measurement and control technology,
referred to below as automation technology.
The knowledge and technically sound implementation of the safety instructions
and warnings contained in this manual are a prerequisite for safe assembly
and commissioning, as well as for safety during operation and maintenance of
the described product. Only appropriately qualified personnel have the
necessary expertise to interpret the safety instructions and warnings provided
in a general manner in this document correctly in concrete individual cases
and to apply the appropriate procedure.
This manual is an integral part of the scope of supply, even if because of
logistical considerations it is physically ordered or delivered separately. It
always relates to the complete device, even if individual program modules or
parts were not procured. For reasons of clarity not all details of every product
variant are described, and not every conceivable case of installation,
operation, maintenance or use within systems is included.
The DURAG Group has a policy of continuous development of its products, to
bring you the optimum benefits from the devices you have procured. Therefore
please understand that the product may vary in some respects from the
descriptions in the manual.
Should you require further information or should problems that are
insufficiently covered in this document arise, please request further information
from the respective agent of DURAG GmbH (see page 153).

1.1 Brief overview of the contents
This manual describes the following areas:
Sections 1 + 2

Information on using the manual, on the pictograms used, safety instructions
and requirements on operating and maintenance personnel.
Sections 3 - 5
Information on the product, technical data, functional and system descriptions,
together with available options.
Sections 6 - 9
Information on use of the product D−R 800, in respect of installation, assembly,
commissioning, operation, maintenance, troubleshooting, repair etc.
Appendix 10 - 16 Overview of technical data, standards and regulations to be complied with,
certifications, glossary, index and company addresses.

D−R 800
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1.2 Typographical conventions
In order to make the text of this manual clear, text elements such as safety
instructions, warnings, tips, keyboard symbols, menu addresses etc. are
displayed differently.
The following conventions apply in this manual:


WARNING

Safety instructions and warnings appear in this manual as follows:

Hazard due to electrical equipment
Before removing any casings or guards, deenergise the devices.



An instruction or tip is shown as follows:

No check cycle can be started during test measurements or simulation.



If a key on the measurement unit should be pressed, it is represented as:
+  MOD STO



The fields in the main menu (vertical) are shown by a list symbol
bottom left corner of the display (see section 8.1).



Menu addresses are shown as follows:
Measured value display A00



A () indicates that the following term is explained in the glossary. There
is generally a link to the glossary term in the pdf document.



Unless indicated to the contrary: all dimensions are in mm



This manual is also available as a pdf file on CD/DVD!

in the

1.3 Meaning of the warnings and instructions used
Please comply strictly with the following warnings and. safety instructions in
this manual. They are there for avoidance of hazards to life and health of
users and maintenance personnel, and for avoidance of damage to property.
Attention is drawn to them in this manual by the signal terms defined here.
They are additionally identified by symbols at the locations where they occur.
The signal terms have the following meanings in this manual and in notices on
the product itself:

DANGER

12

Disregard of instructions so marked can lead to severe or even fatal injuries.
It also means that major damage to property may occur if the respective
precautions are not taken.
> To avoid injuries, comply with all "DANGER" instructions.

D−R 800

General

WARNING

Disregard of instructions so marked can lead to serious injuries or damage to
property.
> To avoid injuries and to ensure safe operation of the system, comply with all
"WARNING" instructions.

CAUTION

Disregard of instructions so marked can lead to minor injuries or damage to
property..
> To avoid injuries and to ensure safe operation of the system, comply with all
"CAUTION" instructions.
In order to specify the potential risk the general warning sign can also be
replaced by a special warning sign.
General warning symbol

electrostatic
devices (ESD)

sensitive

electric power

Moisture

hot surfaces

explosive atmosphere

Laser radiation

Read the manual before
use!
(applied to devices)

Apart from the warning and safety instructions, the following general
instructions and associated pictograms are used to draw particularly important
information to your attention:
Here you will find interesting instructions or tips regarding the product and its
handling.
contains instructions for environmental protection

D−R 800
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Safety instructions
Before starting any work, read the operating instructions (the manual)!
Comply strictly with the following warnings and. safety instructions in this
manual. They are there for avoidance of hazards to life and health of
personnel, and for avoidance of damage to property. Their purpose is safe and
uninterrupted operation. Disregard of operating instructions and safety
instructions shown in this manual can lead to significant hazards.

2.1 General safety instructions
The DURAG Dust concentration meter D−R 800 is designed and built to
current technology and satisfies the recognised safety regulations. Despite
this, hazards can arise.
Therefore operate the product only when it is in faultless condition, and comply
with the operating instructions. Any change to normal performance should be
taken as a serious indication of impaired functionality. In this connection, pay
attention to:


emission of smoke or unusual smells,



excessive temperatures of system components,



changes in power consumption without obvious cause,



the tripping of monitoring devices,



abnormal operating noises from the purge air blower,



unusual vibrations,



Abnormal, strong fluctuations or shifts in the measuring results.

The D−R 800 is used for measurement of emissions of dust in flue gas ducts
and dust extraction ducts etc. If it is used or treated incorrectly, damage to
health or material items can arise. Therefore please read of this section
thoroughly and comply with the instructions during all activities involving the
D−R 800. Comply also with the safety and warning instructions in the
individual sections of these operating instructions.
The following warning and safety instructions apply in full to the D−R 800:

D−R 800



When preparing and performing work:
Comply with the applicable statutory regulations for the equipment and the
corresponding technical rules.



Work in accordance with:
the local, plant-specific conditions,
the instructions regarding the hazards inherent in the process.



Operating D−R 800 manuals and documentation belong to the equipment
system must be present in-situ. Comply strictly with the instructions
displayed for avoidance of hazards and damage.



Suitable protective devices and personal protective equipment must be
available in sufficient quantities and used by the personnel in accordance
with the respective potential hazards.



The device may only be operated in perfect condition and in compliance
with the safety instructions!
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Safety instructions


The device as an entity and also its individual components may be used
only when in their original configuration.

2.2 Responsibility of the operating company
The Dust concentration meter is intended for use in commercial operations.
The operating company of the Dust concentration meter is subject therefore to
the statutory duties of safety at work, coupled with the applicable guidelines,
statutes and standards.
In addition to the safe working instructions contained in these operating
instructions, the safety regulations, accident prevention regulations and
environmental protection regulations for the field in which the Dust
concentration meter is used must be complied with. These specifically include:


The operating company must obtain information about the applicable
provisions for safe working and perform a risk assessment to determine
any additional hazards that arise due to the special working conditions at
the place of use of the Dust concentration meter. He must convert these
into operating instructions for the operation of the Dust concentration meter.



The operating company must check, during the entire period of use of the
Dust concentration meter, whether the operating instructions that he has
written satisfy the latest issue of the regulations, and must update them as
required.



The operating company must clearly regulate and specify who has
responsibility for installation, operation, maintenance and cleaning.



The operating company must ensure that all employees who deal with the
Dust concentration meter have read and understood the operating
instructions. In addition at regular intervals he must train the personnel
and inform them about the hazards.



Furthermore the operating company is responsible to ensure that the Dust
concentration meter is at all times in a technically faultless condition, i.e.
that the maintenance work has been performed (see section 9).



The operating company must provide the necessary protective equipment
for the personnel.

2.3 Avoidance of consequential damage in the event of a
system fault
In order to prevent and limit faults that can directly or indirectly result in
physical injuries or damage to property, the operator must ensure that:
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responsible maintenance personnel are available at short notice at any
time.



maintenance personnel have been trained to find and rectify faults in the
D−R 800 and the associated systems.



defective system components can be switched off immediately.



switching off the device will not lead to unpredictable consequential faults
and damage.

D−R 800
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2.4 Hazards due to electrical equipment
This device is powered by electricity. Therefore only suitably qualified
personnel may work on it. These personnel must be thoroughly familiar with all
danger sources and repair measures in accordance with these operating instructions.

DANGER

Risk of fatal injury due to electrical power!
There is a risk of immediate fatal injury if live components are touched.
Damage to the insulation or to individual components can lead to fatal injury.







If there is any damage to the insulation, switch off the power and have it repaired.
Before starting work, switch off the power supply and secure it against
restoration.
Before removing any casings or guards, deenergise the devices and
check that they are dead.
Permit only electricians to work on electrical equipment.
Never bypass fuses or decommission them. When replacing fuses,
always comply with the correct amperage and the correct characteristics.
Keep moisture away from live components. Moisture can lead to short circuits.



The devices may:
- be connected only to the power supply listed on the rating plate.
-only be connected to a power supply that includes an earthing contact.
The protective action must not be cancelled by an extension without an
earthing contact. Any discontinuity of the earth conductor within or outside
the device is dangerous and is not permissible.



Cables must be routed so as exclude the possibility of an accident risk by
persons stumbling over them or hanging from them.

This device has been designed to ensure rigid segregation between primary
and secondary circuits. Low voltages that are connected must also be
generated with safe separation.

CAUTION

D−R 800

Damage to electronic components due to
electrostatic discharge (ESD)
Electronic components are becoming ever smaller and more complex. Their
susceptibility to damage by electrostatic discharges is increasing
correspondingly. To protect these components, measures against electrostatic
discharge must be taken before starting any work on the opened device (ESD
protection).
As a precaution against electrostatic discharge from the human body, service
employees should be equipped with a personal earthing system.
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2.5 Hazard due to laser light
CAUTION

Danger due to laser light! There is a risk of blinding!
Laser protection class II (radiation power < 1 mW at 655 nm) is guaranteed
only at the unmodified (sealed) manufacturer's setting of the laser
potentiometer.
When dealing with the device take care:
- never look directly into the line of the beam
- never direct the laser beam D−R 800 towards any person
- always remember that the laser beam can be reflected.

2.6 Hazard due to hot, aggressive or explosive gases or
high pressure of the measurement
WARNING

20

The use of the Dust concentration meter D−R 800 in explosion hazard areas
and its use for measurement in explosive gas mixtures is not permissible



The Dust concentration meter with measuring lance is mounted or
installed directly at the gas-transporting channel. In the case of systems
with a low danger potential (ambient pressure, low temperatures, no
health hazard), mounting/removal can occur during system operation.
When so doing, comply with the applicable regulations and safety
provisions for the plant and take all necessary and appropriate safety precautions.



Never touch parts that could be hot without temperature-resistant safety gloves.

WARNING

If the measurement duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high
temperatures or high pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the
measurement probe may be fitted or removed only when the plant has been
shut down!

WARNING

The flue gas temperature must not fall below the dew point, so that the gas
does not dissolve in condensate within the duct.
Otherwise, depending on the type of gas, acids can form on the measuring
probe, which can endanger the maintenance personnel and damage the
measuring probe!
Take account of changes in the temperature of the measured gas and the dew
point, particularly during run up / run down of the system to be measured.

D−R 800
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2.7 Hazard to the device due to purge air failure
CAUTION

The purpose of the purge air is to protect the subassembly mounted on the
dust duct. It shields the components from hot and/or aggressive gases. The
purge air supply must therefore be ensured even when the system is
stationary; if it fails, the transmitter/receiver unit can quickly be destroyed.

The operating company must therefore ensure that:


the purge air supply operates reliably and without interruption,



any failure is detected immediately,



in the event of a purge air failure the transmitter/receiver unit is removed
from the duct and the duct opening covered.

2.8 Use for the intended purpose
The DURAG D−R 800 described in this manual is an innovative measuring
device which uses laser technology for monitoring dust emissions, for instance
in power stations, cement works and smelting plants, in the wood and
chemical industry, waste incineration and dust filtering systems. For this also
see section 4.11 Application areas from page 36.
It is used for the measurement and monitoring of small to medium emissions
as required by European regulations. Its use is independent of the speed of
the dust particles to be measured, and of any charge they may be carrying.
Parameters mentioned in the technical data on page 131 ff. must be observed
and complied with.
The D−R 800 has been developed, manufactured, inspected and documented
in compliance with the applicable safety standards. If the handling and safety
instructions described for project planning, assembly, proper operation and
maintenance are complied with, no dangers normally arise from the device in
respect of damage to property or the health of people.
This device has been designed to ensure rigid segregation between primary
and secondary circuits. Low voltages that are connected must also be
generated with safe separation.

Faultless and safe operation of this device also requires appropriate transport,
correct storage, installation and assembly as well as careful operation and
maintenance by qualified personnel.

2.9 Qualified personnel
The operating company's personnel who are responsible for safety must
ensure that work on DURAG devices or systems is only carried out by
qualified skilled personnel, whose competence has been checked by
responsible experts.
In the event of unqualified work on the device or failure to comply with the
warnings provided in this manual or affixed to the device, physical injuries
and/or damage to property can occur.
D−R 800
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Qualified personnel for the purposes of the safety-related instructions in this
manual or on the product itself are persons who can identify potential hazards
in good time and prevent them. Experts are:


Skilled personnel
who because of their specialist training, knowledge and experience of the
applicable provisions are in the position to make independent judgements
about execution of their work and assessment of the potential hazards.



Electricians
who because of their specialist training, knowledge and experience of the
applicable standards and provisions are in the position to make
independent judgements about electrical equipment and assessment of
the potential hazards. Electricians are specially trained for the working
environment in which they operate, and they know the relevant standards
and provisions.



Gas fitters
who because of their specialist training, knowledge and experience of the
applicable standards and provisions are in the position to make
independent judgements about gas equipment and assessment of the
potential hazards. Gas fitters are specially trained for the working
environment in which they operate, and they know the relevant standards
and provisions.

Such personnel are accredited as persons who can be expected to perform
their work reliably. Persons whose responsiveness is compromised by
substances such as drugs, alcohol or medications will not be accredited. When
selecting personnel, the local regulations regarding age and professional
qualifications should be complied with.
The following knowledge is specifically required:

22



Detailed knowledge of hazards arising during operations



Knowledge of system conditions, applicable standards, provisions and
accident prevention regulations.



Knowledge of local conditions, guidelines and operating instructions for
working in explosion hazard areas.



Sufficient knowledge of the system D−R 800. DURAG offers appropriate
training courses in this respect.

D−R 800
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Brief information
In this section we have compiled the most important information about the
installation and operation of the Dust concentration meter D−R 800. This
section is intended for operating and maintenance personnel who already
have experience in using the measuring system, are familiar with the operating
manual and who will make sure that they have not overlooked anything
important with the brief information. The comprehensive information in the
further sections of this manual should be specifically known to you before you
use the fast information.
Please also comply with the safety instructions. They are there for avoidance
of hazards to life and health of personnel, and for avoidance of damage to property.

3.1 Safety
DANGER

Risk of fatal electric shock
Once any casings or guards have been removed, live parts are accessible.
Before working on the device, the mains power leads must therefore be
disconnected from the power and protected against unauthorised reconnection.
If guards have been removed, they must be replaced before restoring the mains
power. Only appropriately qualified and trained personnel may work on this
device. These personnel must be thoroughly familiar with all danger sources
and repair measures in accordance with these operating instructions.
Risk of explosion
The use of the Dust concentration meter D−R 800 in explosion hazard areas
and its use for measurement in explosive gas mixtures is not permissible
Danger due to gases injurious to health
If the measurement duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high
temperatures or high pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the
measurement probe may be fitted or removed only when the plant has been
shut down!

CAUTION

Risk of blinding by laser light!
Laser protection class II (radiation power < 1 mW at 655 nm) is guaranteed
only at the unmodified (sealed) manufacturer's setting of the laser potentiometer.
When dealing with the device take care:
- never look directly into the line of the beam
- never direct the laser beam D−R 800 towards any person
- always remember that the laser beam can be reflected.
Damage to electronic components due to
electrostatic discharge (ESD)
DURAG devices are enclosed in a casing, and thus protected against
uncontrolled electrostatic discharge (ESD). Suitable ESD protective measures
must be taken before the device is opened (e.g. for service or maintenance work).

D−R 800
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CAUTION

Damage to property by unauthorised personnel
The person responsible for safety must ensure that only qualified (authorised)
personnel operate the measuring system described in this manual.
Particular care must be taken to ensure that the warnings on protection of
personnel and protection of the measuring system specified in this manual are
known and complied with.

3.2 Brief instructions
1. Check the requirements for operation on the basis of the checklist on
page 48.

CAUTION

The flue gas temperature must not fall below the dew point, so that the gas
does not dissolve in condensate within the duct.
Otherwise, depending on the type of gas, acids can form on the measuring
probe, which can endanger the maintenance personnel and damage the
measuring probe!
Take account of changes in the temperature of the measured gas and the dew
point, particularly during run up / run down of the system to be measured.
2. With the purge air system running, insert measuring probe into the dust
duct and secure it.
3. Screw the connector tightly to the measuring probe.
4. Switch on the power.
The D−R 800 will perform self-initialisation for approx. 15 s and is then in
measuring mode. The dust concentration is measured and output to the
current outputs according to the parameterisation. All digital and analogue
inputs are evaluated. The measurements are independent of the displayed
menu field.
5. Select the desired gain range at the measuring range (E05) menu item. In
addition to the current gain range, the percentage utilisation of the selected
range is displayed. Make sure that the utilisation does not exceed 100% in
any operating situation.
6. Select a calibration factor (E02) for a valid dust concentration.
7. Select dust concentration for the "Assign current output 1" (F01) menu item.
8. Preset the value for the dust concentration at which 20 mA will be output at
current output 1 in the "Current output 1" (F02) menu item.
If the () scattered light (with E02 also the dust concentration) is zero,
4 mA is output. If the scattered light exceeds the specified value, the
current output is limited to 20 mA.
In order to generate an error message from a current output overflow, one
of the two limit values must be set to 20 mA (limit value G01-G02) and this
limit value output to a relay (relay assignment G03-G06).

3.3 Calibration
The measured scattered light can only be reliably displayed as dust
concentration in mg/m³ after calibration by an approved test institute.
For calibration also see page 113.
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3.4 Operation
Use the keys + and  to move to the desired menu branches.
The fields in the main menu (vertical) are shown by a list symbol in the bottom
left corner of the display.
You can move between the main menu (vertical) and the submenus
(horizontal) by pressing the MOD key.
The MOD LED lights up for all fields in which an entry can be made.
In order to make an entry, press the STO key - the STO LED lights up. After
a value has been changed this is saved using STO - the STO LED flashes.
To exit input without saving, press the MOD key.
To change a value, move the cursor with the  key and increase the
respective number with the + key.
To make a text selection, select a value from the list with + and  .
Details on operation can be found from page 97.

D−R 800
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Product description
In this section you will find information on scope of supply, accessories,
approvals, warranty, fields of application - in short, everything relating to the
D−R 800.

4.1 Scope of supply
Scope of supply of the standard overall system D−R 800:
depending on what was ordered one of the following measuring
probes:
Measuring probe

for vertical ducts

with

for horizontal ducts

Menu language

Probe length

DE

UK

DE

UK

800 mm

112942

115450

112940

115451

400 mm

114219

115452

114230

115453

and depending on what was ordered one of the following supply
units,
consisting of:
connection unit, blower (in the wall casing), small fittings,
together with connection cable (with plug for the measuring probe)
and purge air hose
(for the length see below):
Cable length /
hose length

3m

10 m

113254

114330

and depending on what was ordered one of the following
welded-in pipes with flange and gasket:
Pipe length

(ST37)

(V4A)

130 mm

112368

114976

240 mm

114974

112883

500 mm

114975

114977

and depending on what was ordered one printed brief
instructions (see below for language) and detailed manual in
German and English on CD:
German language

English language

115552

115553

State the language
115554

(the actual device may vary from that illustrated)
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4.2 Accessories
Accessories D−R 800:

115425
115539
115540
115724

Purge air heater, consisting of:
heater, bracket,
hose connection to the measuring probe
and connection cable to the connection unit
(length 10 m)
for 200-264 VAC, 500 W
for 100-132 VAC, 500 W
purge air monitoring, consisting of:
Air flow monitoring unit with sensory electronics,
connection cable (10 m)
for systems with purge air heater
Air flow monitoring unit and temperature
monitoring unit with
sensory electronics, connection cable (10 m)

116385
116386

Installation kit for purge air heater
(with or without purge air monitoring)
for vertical ducts
for horizontal ducts

116387
116388

Installation kit for purge air monitoring
(without purge air heater)
for vertical ducts
for horizontal ducts

109735
115538

112719
113040

Weather protection hood:
for standard system
approx. 175 x 180 x 145 mm (HxWxD)
for system with purge air heater
approx. 420 x 300 x 230 mm (HxWxD)
Service kit D−R 800 in transport case
with tool, installation and small spare parts;
including a filter bracket and linearity filter
without a filter bracket and linearity filter

comprehensive, printed manual:
if you have "stated a language", check availability!
German language

English language

115549

115550

State the language
115551

(the actual device may vary from that illustrated)

The spare parts list can be found in the appendix from page 134.
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4.3 Instructions for delivery
The Dust concentration meter D−R 800 is delivered as a single packaging unit.
This generally contains the products listed under item "Scope of supply".
The respective scope of supply is listed on the applicable sales contract on the
dispatch papers enclosed with the delivery. On receipt, check the delivery
without delay for completeness and damage in transport.
If any external damage in transport is evident:
1. Immediately complain to the carrier and to the DURAG GROUP
(DURAG GROUP company addresses) see page 153.
2. Grant the delivery only qualified acceptance.
3. Endorse the transport documents or the carrier's delivery note with
particulars of the damage.
4. Submit the complaint.
Transport damage not evident at first sight must be the subject of a complaint
within 7 days.
Put in a complaint for each defect as soon as it is noticed. Claims for damages
can be made only within the contractual time limits for complaints.

4.4 Instructions about the product
The DURAG Dust concentration meter D−R 800 is used for continuous
measurement of dust emission in flues and dust extraction lines etc.
Recording the residual amount of dust not only monitors the effectiveness of
the filter system, but also ensures that any breach of the flue gas emission
levels is reported without delay. This often permits direct intervention in the
process of the equipment whose emissions are being monitored, thereby
ensuring reliable compliance with the specified limit values.
The use of dust concentration meters is vital not only for monitoring processes
in the chemical industry or in cement plants, where dust emissions are an
essential criterion for perfect operation of the plant, but also for the costeffective and correct operation of large boiler plants in power stations, district
heating plants or industrial operations.
In refineries and other petrochemical plants, the metallurgy industry, in refuse
and waste incineration plants, in soot plants and in all situations where
unacceptable dust emissions could result in environmental pollution, DURAG
dust concentration meters reliably monitor adherence to the legal limit values.

D−R 800
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4.5 Conformity/approvals
The D−R 800 has been developed, manufactured, inspected and documented
in compliance with the applicable safety standards. If the handling and safety
instructions described for project planning, assembly, proper operation and
maintenance are complied with, no dangers normally arise from the device in
respect of damage to property or the health of people.


Tested for suitability by the TÜV Cologne,
test report 936/21205307/B



Included in the list of suitable measuring devices for continuous emission
measuring



GOST-R



MCERTS

 Certified () QAL1 to DIN EN 14181 and DIN EN 14956
The Declaration of Conformity and the QAL1 certification can be found on
page 141.

4.6 Instructions on warranty
The warranty for the devices of the DURAG GROUP is generally 12 months
from date of delivery. All obligations result from the respective sales contract,
which also contains the complete and sole authorised warranty provisions
("Conditions of supply for goods and services in the electrical industry"
(() ZVEI)). These contractual warranty regulations are neither extended nor
restricted through the information in this document.
Modifications and changes to the Dust concentration meter are not permitted.
Any work on the device will cause the warranty to lapse.
The faultless and safe operation of this device requires appropriate transport,
correct storage, installation and assembly as well as careful operation.

4.7 Limitations of liability
All information and instructions in this user guide were compiled on the basis
of the applicable standards and regulations, current technology and many
years of knowledge and experience.
DURAG GmbH accepts no liability for damages arising from:


Disregard of the user guide



Incorrect use



Employment of unskilled personnel



Unauthorised modifications



Technical changes

 Use of unapproved spare parts
For the rest, the applicable terms are the obligations agreed in the contractt of
sale, the general conditions of business ("Conditions of supply for goods and
services in the electrical industry" (() ZVEI)) and the manufacturer's
Conditions of Supply, together with the statutory regulations in force at the
date of signing the contract.
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4.8 Disposal of the D−R 800
Your contribution to the correct disposal of this product protects the
environment and the health of your fellow man. Materials recycling helps
reduce the consumption of raw materials. You can obtain current information
on the recycling of this product from your local authority.

4.9 Identification of the product
The rating plate is located on the left side of the casing.

Figure 4.1: Position of the rating plates

4.10

Device description
The Dust concentration meter D−R 800 consists of two components:


The connection or supply unit with the purge air supply and

 The casing with the evaluation unit and the measuring probe.
In combination, the two units form an innovative measuring device using laser
technology to monitor small to medium dust emissions as required by the new
European regulations.

D−R 800



Integrated display in the probe: Measured value, threshold value, parameter



() In situ measuring procedure with continuous measurement



High sensitivity



Easy installation, requires access to only one side of the flue



Can also be installed in thick-walled stone/insulated ducts



No laborious device adjustment



Long working life, as there are no moving parts within the flue



Electronic casing hermetically sealed against exhaust gases



Parameterisation and operation via keyboard plus easily readable display
directly on device or via bus interface



Automatic function test with dirt correction



Two analogue outputs with adjustable measuring ranges



Automatic switching of output ranges as required by 17. BImSchV
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This device has been designed to ensure rigid segregation between primary
and secondary circuits. Low voltages that are connected must also be
generated with safe separation.

4.11

Application areas
The DURAG D−R 800 described in this manual is a device for monitoring
dustemissions in applications such as.


Power stations and cement works



Foundries, wood and chemical industry etc.



Waste incineration plants

 Dust filtration plants
It is used for the measurement and monitoring of small to medium emissions
as required by European regulations. Its use is independent of the speed of
the dust particles to be measured, and any charge on them under the specified
ambient conditions.




Permissible ambient temperature:
Max. exhaust gas temperature
Min. exhaust gas temperature

- 20°C to +50°C
+220Ԩ
> exhaust gas dewpoint



Min/max stat. exhaust gas pressure
(gauge pressure)

-50 hPa to +10 hPa



Protection type

IP65

Parameters mentioned in the Technical data on page 129 ff. must be observed
and complied with.from page must be complied with and observed.
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4.12

Terminology
The D−R 800 consists essentially of:
Probe



Supply unit



Installation tubes with flange



Accessories such as purge air hoses and minor fittings

A Blower
B Filter housing
C Purge air intake
D Purge air for the probe
Connection terminals
E
to customer's system

Probe

Supply unit



F Casing with evaluation unit
G Lance
Electrical and data connections for
H
the supply unit
I Protective tube
K Protective cap

Figure 4.2: Supply unit (above) (measurement) probe (below)
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4.13

Equipment
Version variants
D-R 800 SYS V…

Figure 4.3: Vertical measuring probe for vertical ducts

The yellow sealing cap for the cleaning aperture (shown above) is on the left of
the device!
D-R 800 SYS V… (shown above left): The (blue) arrows in the duct show the
possible directions of gas flow. The red dot on the device lies parallel to the
red dot on the welded-in flange! Both dots are in the upper position.

D-R 800 SYS HO…

Figure 4.4: Horizontal measuring probe for horizontal ducts

The yellow sealing cap for the cleaning aperture (shown above) is underneath
the device!
D-R 800 SYS HO… (shown above left): The (blue) arrows in the duct show the
possible directions of gas flow. The red dot on the device lies parallel to the
red dot on the welded-in flange! Both dots are in the upper position.
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Layout and function
This section explains the units that make up the measuring system and how
these units work together.

5.1 Functional description of the system components
The Dust concentration meter D−R 800 consists of two components:


the supply unit with the purge air supply and all connections

 the measuring probe with the evaluation unit and the lance.
In addition, the device can be integrated via the supply unit with bus the
interface into an environmental and process data management system (e.g.
DURAG D-EMS 2000).

A

Exhaust gas duct, stack

E Exhaust gas, flue gas

B

Lance

F

C

Casing with evaluation unit

G (optional) purge air heater

D

Supply unit with purge air supply

H (optional) purge air monitoring

RS 485 and analogue current
output

Figure 5.1: Components of the D−R 800
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5.2 Functional diagram
The measuring device D−R 800 operates according to the () forward
scattering principle. The concentrated and modulated light of a laser diode
penetrates the measuring volume. The light scattered by the dust particles is
largely scattered forwards, therefore the receiving lens is positioned here.

Figure 5.2: Functional diagram I

The () light is scattered in proportion to the dust concentration present, the
more dust, the more light is scattered. The light is guided by an optical
waveguide to the receiving diode, where it is processed to the desired end
variable by sensing electronics. The measuring result obtained can be
calibrated and can be displayed as dust concentration in mg/m³, as required
by the directive EN 13284-1.

PS

Particle flow

Figure 5.3: Functional diagram II

For the automatic function test and the statutory checking cycle, in this system
a beam splitter with a shutter is used inside the electronics casing. It switches
between the actual optical measurement and the comparison path. That
means there are no moving parts in the corrosive exhaust gas duct. It also
ensures that the seal between the probe and electronic casing is gas-tight.
The installation of the measuring probe is very easy. A flanged tube is simply
mounted in the exhaust gas duct. The subsequent basic calibration of the
system can be carried out by software.
The current outputs are parameterised to the scattered light. In order to also
display the dust content in milligrams on the device, a factor and an () offset
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for converting scattered light into mg/m³ must be entered. However this does
not affect the current outputs, limit values etc..
A pollution measurement is performed every 5 min in order to record dust
deposits on the optical boundary surfaces and the ageing of the optical elements.

5.3 Supply unit
5.3.1 Layout of the supply unit
The power supply for the measuring head contains


the power supply for probe and purge air blower



the purge air blower

 the connection terminal rail bar for customer inputs and outputs
All customer connection terminals are located in the supply unit.

B

Connection terminals

F

Purge air for the probe

C

Fuse

G

Purge air intake

D

Probe connection cable

H

Mains adaptor

E

Inputs and outputs for the
customer

Figure 5.4: Layout of the supply unit
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5.3.2 Purge air heater (optional)
The purpose of the (optional) purge air heater is to heat up the purge air to
40°C max. This option is required only if the local climatic conditions mean that
the minimum temperature listed in the checklist in section 6.2.1 (from page 48)
for the purge air supply may not be attained.

5.3.3 Purge air monitoring (optional)
The purpose of the (optional) purge air monitoring is safety. If the sensor
detects that the supply of purge air has failed, relay K5 (supply unit; see
page 56) trips and thereby triggers an error message.
If desired the purge air temperature can also be monitored. This option
generates a fault message by triggering relay K5 if the purge air supply fails or
is too cold.
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Configuration, installation, commissioning
In this section we will describe the requirements for the use of the D−R 800.
We explain where the correct measuring point is in the flue, points requiring
special attention when installing the measuring probe and how to connect the
purge air and electronics.

6.1 Safety
DANGER

Risk of fatal electric shock
Once any casings or guards have been removed, live parts are accessible.
Before working on the device, the mains power leads must therefore be
disconnected from the power and protected against unauthorised
reconnection. If guards have been removed, they must be replaced before
restoring the mains power. Only appropriately qualified and trained personnel
may work on this device. These personnel must be thoroughly familiar with all
danger sources and repair measures in accordance with these operating
instructions.
Risk of explosion
The use of the Dust concentration meter D−R 800 in explosion hazard areas
and its use for measurement in explosive gas mixtures is not permissible
Danger due to gases injurious to health
If the measurement duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high
temperatures or high pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the
measurement probe may be fitted or removed only when the plant has been
shut down!

CAUTION

Risk of blinding by laser light!
Laser protection class II (radiation power < 1 mW at 655 nm) is guaranteed
only at the unmodified (sealed) manufacturer's setting of the laser
potentiometer.
When dealing with the device take care:
- never look directly into the line of the beam
- never direct the laser beam D−R 800 towards any person
- always remember that the laser beam can be reflected.
Damage to electronic components due to
electrostatic discharge (ESD)
DURAG devices are enclosed in a casing, and thus protected against
uncontrolled electrostatic discharge (ESD). Suitable ESD protective measures
must be taken before the device is opened (e.g. for service or maintenance
work).

CAUTION

Damage to property by unauthorised personnel
The person responsible for safety must ensure that only qualified (authorised)
personnel operate the measuring system described in this manual.
Particular care must be taken to ensure that the warnings on protection of
personnel and protection of the measuring system specified in this manual are
known and complied with.
Also see "Qualified personnel" on page 21.
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You will find the documents necessary for taking into commission on the following
pages. Technical data can be found in the attachment from page 129.

6.2 Installation
Installation sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Verify of the application requirements (see below)
Select the measuring point
Weld in the welded-in tube with flange
Install the supply unit
Make electrical connections to the supply unit
Connect the measuring probe to the purge air and start up the purge air
Attach the measuring probe to the flange
Connect the measuring probe
Commission the D−R 800
Program the necessary measuring parameters (in the next section)

6.2.1 Preconditions for use
Certain preconditions for the use of the Dust concentration meters D−R 800
should be checked. Based on the following checklist the suitability of the
device can quickly and easily be determined.

Checklist: Preconditions for the operation of the D−R 800
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Is the temperature of the flue gas
above the dew point, so that the
channel is free from condensed
gas?

If the temperature regularly falls
below the dew point then the
D−R 800 is not suitable for this
application.

□

Is the measuring point in a duct
that runs vertically?

You need a measuring probe
D-R 800 SYS V…

□

Is the measuring point in a duct
that runs horizontally?

You need a measuring probe
D-R 800 SYS HO…

□

What measurement range is
required?

For this, determine the dust
concentration to be expected, as
well as the limit value (if any) that
should be monitored.

□

What is the wall thickness of the
duct at the measuring point?

The optically active section of the
measuring lance must be located
freely in the gas flow, therefore the
wall thickness including insulation
and any obstructive fittings must not
exceed 500 mm.

□

What is the prevailing pressure in
the measuring channel, with
reference to the normal pressure?

The maximum gauge pressure for
the application of the standard
blower is approximately 10 hPa.

□

D−R 800
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Is suitable purge air available?

The fresh air drawn in by the supply
unit for the purge air supply must be
free of dust and oil, and have a
temperature between -20 and +40°C.
purge air heating (see page 43)
should be provided if necessary.

□

What is the temperature of the
exhaust gas to be monitored?

The standard version of the DR 800 can be used in the exhaust
gas temperature range from dew
point up to max. 220 °C.

□

Is the exhaust gas to be monitored The measuring lance is made of
more than averagely aggressive to exceptionally high quality, lowV4A steel?
corrosion stainless steel (1.4571).

□

Is the measuring point located
outdoors?

In this case a weather protection
hood should be provided for the
measuring probe.

□

Is the planned installation location
safe for service personnel?

The working platform should be
approximately 1.5 m below the
measurement opening. All parts of
the measuring system must be
accessible without danger. The
valid country-specific accident
prevention regulations must be
observed.

□

Table 6.1: Checklist: Preconditions for the operation of the D−R 800
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Instructions for selection of the correct flange / lance length

KM
KW
ÜF
KM
KW
ÜF

Flue size
Flue wall / insulation
Flange tube projection 30 mm
Flue size
Flue wall / insulation
Flange tube projection 30 mm

FrL
ML
Fr
FrL
ML
Fr

Flange tube length
(Measuring) lance length
Flange tube
Flange tube length
(Measuring) lance length
Flange tube

Figure 6.1: Selection of the correct flange / lance length

The measuring point should be as far as possible from the duct walls! The flue
sizes to which various flange and lance lengths can be fitted are shown in the
following table:
Flue size [KM] for

max.
wall thickness
[KW]

Flange tube length

[FrL]

Lance length

Lance length

[ML] 400 mm

[ML] 800mm

290 – 690 mm

> 1000 mm

100 mm

130 mm

400 – 800 mm

> 800 mm

210 mm

240 mm

X

> 350 mm

470 mm

500 mm

Table 6.2: Selection of the correct flange / lance length

The exact dimensions of the measuring unit are shown in the following
drawing. The dimensions [in mm] refer to the 800 mm lance
(dimensions in brackets for 400 mm lance length).
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Figure 6.2: Dimensionaldrawing (measuring )probe

6.2.2 Transport
The laser in the probe is optically calibrated, therefore avoid impacts to the
measuring probe. If due to rough treatment the measuring light beam does not
reach the receiving unit coherently, the measuring result will be corrupted.
Wherever possible, use the original packaging for transport: The moulded
packing is designed to ensure safe transport.

6.2.3 Installation location, place of use
Instructions on selecting a suitable measuring point
As the technical conditions differ widely in the various boiler or dust extraction
plants, stacks or flues, we recommend that the measuring point is determined
by the responsible measuring institute (e.g. TÜV).

WARNING

The flue gas temperature must not fall below the dew point, so that the gas
does not dissolve in condensate within the duct.
Otherwise, depending on the type of gas, acids can form on the measuring
probe, which can endanger the maintenance personnel and damage the
measuring probe!
Take account of changes in the temperature of the measured gas and the dew
point, particularly during run up / run down of the system to be measured.
The dust and flue gas distribution in the measuring channel must be as
homogeneous as possible at the measuring point for the D−R 800. The path of
the light beam through the exhaust gas must be as vertical as possible to the
prevailing flow direction.
Adequate space must be provided for the complete system at the planned
measuring point, particularly for safe operation by the service personnel.
The measuring point should be a sufficient distance before or after any
changes in the direction of the duct or changes to its cross-section:
for a duct with circular
cross-section

for a duct with rectangular
cross-section
Distance min. 3 x D

Distance min. 5 × D

with D = hydraulic diameter

where D = diameter

according to the formula
F = area, U = circumference

D−R 800
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The installation location should be as free of vibrations and oscillations as possible. If this is not possible, the device should be installed so that it is insulated
from any vibrating suction draught, so that the measuring system is not affected.

Figure 6.3: Installation point of the probe; upstream section

The upstream section (duct section leading up to the measuring point) should
be at least 5 × D (D = internal diameter of the duct) and the downstream section
(duct section leading away from the measuring point) should be at least 2 × D.
On flues with round internal cross-sections, "D" means the diameter.
In the case of square or rectangular cross-sections, the hydraulic diameter is used.

Figure 6.4: Installation point of the probe; shortened upstream section
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If there is not enough space available, the upstream section (A) should be
longer than the downstream section (B) in the ratio 2:1.

6.3 Installation
6.3.1 Weldingin the flange
The welding in of a welded-in flange is different in a vertical flue from a
horizontal flue. The red dot (arrowed in the graphic) must always be in the
upper position. For a system that has been correctly configured and installed
the red dots on the probe flange and the welded-in flange should be alongside
each other in the upper position.The flange projects 30 mm into the interior of
the duct (see diagrams).

130 mm
L1

45°

84...88°

M10

70 mm

76

dr800_13_002

30

Figure 6.5: Welding-in drawing D−R 800 for a horizontal duct

130 mm
L1

45°

84...88°

M10

70 mm

76

dr800_14_002

30

Figure 6.6: Welding-in drawing D−R 800 for a vertical duct
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WARNING

Never insert the measuring probe into the flange or dust duct unless the purge
air supply is in operation. The measuring probe and transmitting/receiving unit
would quickly be irreversibly damaged by overheating and dust.

6.3.2 Connection Power supply, operating media
Install the supply unit.
All external connections of the DURAG Dust concentration meter are made via
the supply unit. Power supply, data interface and purge air supply are located
in this unit.
Install the device near the measuring probe. The standard connection cables
for the measuring probe are 3 m long. Lengths of 10 m are also available.

Figure 6.7: Dimensional drawing for the supply unit D−R 800
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As the purge air is made available in the supply unit (2), the device casing
must be sealed airtight. For this reason the casing door is sealed with a rubber
bead and the unused cable ports are closed with plugs.
(A) Intake ferrule for purge air
(B) Purge air hose
(C) Purge air restrictor (see Installation, purge air supply from page 58)

Installation, electrical connection
All customer connection terminals are located in the supply unit.

DANGER

Risk of electric shock
Once any casings or guards have been opened, live parts are accessible.
Before working on the device, the mains power leads must therefore be
disconnected from the power and protected against unauthorised
reconnection. If the guards have been removed, they must be replaced before
switching on the mains power.
To protect the supply conductor a 16 A automatic circuit breaker should be
installed as near to the measuring system as possible. The energy supply
should be planned in such a way, that the purging air supply is also ensured
when the plant is shut down. The mains power supply cable should be
executed in 3 x 1.5 mm². The conductor and sheath material must be suitable
for conditions at the respective application location. The individual conductors
of the mains supply conductor and also the signal conductors should be
secured in such a way that they cannot touch neighbouring terminals whilst
being disconnected (e.g. use cable ties, and ensure that the sheath is stripped
back no more than absolutely necessary).
The measuring probe should be connected to the supply unit by means of a
screened cable. The cable should be made up with a connector on the
measuring lance end and a permanent connection to the supply unit.
All customer connections are made in the right section of the terminal strip
(white areas in Figure 6.9 on page 56).
The mains fuse is incorporated within the L-terminal. To change the fuse the
terminal is swung to the right and opened.

Figure 6.8: Changing the fuse in the supply unit D−R 800

The customer's AUX should be tapped off before the fuse, so that it is not
protected by the above fuse.
The functional assignment of the relay output contacts and the digital inputs is
performed in the software.
D−R 800
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Figure 6.9: Wiring diagram of the supply unit D−R 800

Cable specification () Modbus
see section 7.4.4 from page 82
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Terminal assignment
Terminal

Function

Relay 5 – 11

COM

Relay 5 – 14

NO

Relay 4 – 11

COM

Relay 4 – 14

NO

Relay 3 – 11

COM

Relay 3 – 14

NO

Relay 2 – 11

COM

Relay 2 – 14

NO

Relay 1 – 11

COM

Relay 1 – 14

NO

D-sub pin 2

A

D-sub pin 3

B

12

B

11

A

10

- (DGND)

9

+

8

- (DGND)

7

+

6

- (DGND)

5

+

4

- (AGND)

3

+

2

- (AGND)

1

+

PE

Relay 3

Relay 2

Relay 1

230 VAC
16 A
750VA
230 VAC
16 A
750VA
230 VAC
16 A
750VA
230 VAC
16 A
750VA
230 VAC
16 A
750VA

Purge air
monitoring

19200 Baud

() Modbus or
cyclical data
output

9600 Baud

AUX

19200 Baud

L1 S1

e.g.
service
e.g.
maintenance

digital In 2

active
9 mA

e.g. external
interlocking

digital In 1

active
9 mA

e.g. external
maintenance

mA In

active
4 - 20 mA

Inlet
temperature

mA Out 2

active
4 - 20 mA

Measured value
output range 2

mA Out 1

active
4 - 20 mA

Measured value
output range 1

PE

max. terminal current load 30A
depending on the mains power supply

Mains power
supply

N

max. terminal current load 30A
depending on the mains power supply

Mains
supply

N
AUX

e.g.
limit value 1

9600 Baud

PE
AUX

e.g.
limit value 2

Modbus or
cyclical data
output

RS485

N
L1

Relay 4

() RS485

PE
N

Relay 5

power

L

max. terminal current load 30A
depending on the mains power supply
(not fused!)

L
S (1A slow
blow)

85 - 264 VAC,
47 – 63 Hz,
60 W

Mains
supply

power

Table 6.3: Terminal assignment
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The two potential-free current outputs 1/2 and 3/4 are active and have an
common earth potential.
The current input 5/6 is active and is intended for direct connection to an
optional temperature transmitter. The earth potential is at that of the supply.

Installation, purge air supply
The purpose of the purge air is to protect the module mounted on the dust
duct. It shields the components from the hot and/or aggressive gas. The purge
air supply must therefore be ensured even when the system is stationary; if it
fails, the transmitter/receiver unit can quickly be destroyed.
The operating company must therefore ensure that:


the purge air supply operates reliably and without interruption,



any failure is detected immediately (see also section 5.3.3 from page 44),



in the event of a purge air failure, the transmitting/receiving unit is
removed from the duct and the opening in the duct is covered.

The purge air is provided by the supply unit. For this reason the device
housing must be pressure-tight, the housing door must be sealed with a rubber
bead and any unused cable apertures sealed with stoppers.
The goal is to provide a purge air volume of 5 ± 1 m³/h at the measuring probe
of the D−R 800 over the entire permissible pressure range (-50 to +10 hPa). A
purge air restrictor selected to suit the local flue pressure ensures that this
volume is maintained in the event of pressure fluctuations, especially in the
vacuum range. The most suitable is selected from the range of three available
restrictors shown in Table 6.4 and is inserted into the ferrule for the blower air
output (see figure C). The plug is pushed into the tube ferrule with the tapered
end first, until it is flush (!) with the tube ferrule. The purge air hose is then
pushed over it and secured using the hose clip supplied (see figure B).
Supply unit

A

Blower feed air

B

Purge air connection
assembled
(with purge air restrictor)

C

Purge air connection
(with purge air restrictor)

Figure 6.10: Purge air connection supply unit
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Purge air
restrictor
Size of the
opening

Pressure (flue pressure) [ hPa]
-50

-30

-10

10

Ø 5.0 mm
Ø 6.5 mm

Ø 10.5 mm
Table 6.4: Selection of the purge air restrictor

The (optionally available) purge air monitoring can also contribute to security
when selecting the correct purge air restrictor. It is set at delivery to the
necessary purge air volume. If the correct purge air restrictor is selected, the
purge air monitoring unit will show an LED display as in Table 7.1 (upper
figure, line 1).
Connect the supply unit (at B, see graphic Figure 6.10) and the measuring
probe (at 2, see graphic Figure 6.11) to each other, using the purge air hose
and secure them with the hose clips supplied. The standard hose length is 3
m. A lengths of 10 m is also available.

Measurement unit

1

Inspection cap

2

Purge air connection

3

Electrical and data connections
for the supply unit

Figure 6.11: Purge air connection measurement unit

The measuring probe has two openings. The purge air is connected to the
opening with the hose connection gland. The other opening (inspection cap)
enables cleaning of the optical system.
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The two connections on the measuring probe must not be switched over.
Otherwise the supply of purge air could not reach the measuring probe, and
the transmitting/receiving unit would quickly be irreversibly damaged by
overheating and dust.
Never push the measuring probe into the dust duct without switching on the
purge air supply!
The purge air hose is designed for a maximum ambient temperature of
approximately 80°C.
The fresh air drawn in by the supply unit for the purge air must be free of dust
and oil and have a temperature of -20 to +40°C. What is critical is the dewpoint
at the measuring probe, which depends on the temperatures and emissions in
the dust duct.
At the intake air inlet to the supply unit, the suction opening opens out (the
"hopper", Figure 6.10 A) which prevents the intake of water droplets.
If air of adequate quality is unavailable at the supply unit, fresh air can also be
drawn from another suitable point. The air feed is then routed via an additional
purge air hose, and the "hopper" is transferred to the start of that hose. At the
intake air inlet to the supply unit a "normal" hose gland is used and the
additional intake air hose is then attached to its end using a hose clip.
The air inlet to the intake air hose must be arranged so that no water, dirt or
dust can accumulate in the hose. It can also make sense to guard against
ingress by small animals and insects, so as to avoid them causing
interruptions in the purge air supply
A clean purge air supply helps avoid costs due to high purge air filter wear and
the associated maintenance effort.
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6.4 Commissioning
6.4.1 Measures before initial commissioning
Are the preconditions for operation satisfied?
Is the supplied dust measuring probe suitable for the existing duct in
respect of its gas flow orientation (horizontal, vertical flow direction,
see section Equipment on page 38)?
For a system that has been correctly configured and installed the red
dots on the probe flange and the welded-in flange should be alongside
each other in the upper position.

□

Is the connection cable with the plug connector plugged into the
measuring probe and secured with the cap nut?

□

Is the supply unit installed and supplied with power?

□

Has the cabling work, as described in section
Installation on page 53 ff. been performed?

□

Is an adequately long purge air hose available, and if necessary also
an additional hose for purge air supply with cleaner air?

□

Table 6.5: Checklist: Preconditions for commissioning the D−R 800

CAUTION

Danger due to laser light! There is a risk of blinding!
Laser protection class II (radiation power < 1 mW at 655 nm) is guaranteed
only at the unmodified (sealed) manufacturer's setting of the laser
potentiometer.
When dealing with the device take care:
- never look directly into the line of the beam
- never direct the laser beam D−R 800 towards any person
- always remember that the laser beam can be reflected.

CAUTION

Damage to property by unauthorised personnel
The person responsible for safety must ensure that only qualified (authorised)
personnel operate the measuring system described in this manual.
Particular care must be taken to ensure that the warnings on protection of
personnel and protection of the measuring system specified in this manual are
known and complied with.

WARNING

Never insert the measuring probe into the flange or dust duct unless the purge
air supply is in operation. The measuring probe and transmitting/receiving unit
would quickly be irreversibly damaged by overheating and dust.
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6.4.2 Commissioning
First plug in the connection cable to the measuring probe, using the plug
connector and secure it with the cap nut.
The cap nut screwed connection is sealed with a rubber ring. The nut must be
well tightened against the resistance of this rubber ring, to make sure of a
reliable seal at the connection.
The supply unit is now supplied with current, so that the purge air hose pushes
clean ambient air through the dust measuring lance. A flow of air must be
perceptible at the diaphragm openings.

Figure 6.12: Diaphragm openings

If this is the case, the dust measuring probe can be inserted into the duct
flange together with the flange seal. The red dot at the top of the welded-in
flange must lie alongside the red dot on the probe flange. The probe is then
fastened to the duct flange with four self-locking M10 nuts.
Before the connection cable can be disconnected and reconnected, the
miniature fuse holder for the fuse L1 in the supply unit must be swung open.
The measuring lance then performs a reset and an auto-initialisation. Any
measurement results collected previously but not saved are lost when this is
done!
Note also that removing the will stop the purge air supply! Therefore first take
the D−R 800 out of the duct that is being measured.

Figure 6.13: Miniature fuse holder
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Each time it is switched on, the device performs a self-check and a reference
measurement. During this process, "I24 Initial" appears on the display and flashes.
Measurement is then started immediately, and the current dust concentration
(A01) is shown on the display.

Figure 6.14: Evaluation unit with display and controls

The designations used here, such as "(A01)" refer to the corresponding menu
fields in the software. Please also see section on page 136 in the appendix.
Four keys are used to navigate in the menu - see section Operation from page 97.
The measurement and measured value output run continuously in the background.
For commissioning, the menu fields in the menu branches E00 to I00 should
be checked and parameterised if necessary (see from page 106).
Test measurement (zero point / reference point / dirtiness)
The purpose of the test measurements is to check the device. These
measurements can be started manually via the menu fields (J02, J03 or
J04). During a test measurement the measured value is output at the first
current output; the second current output is frozen at the last value. The test
measurements are ended by pressing the MOD key.
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7.1 Purge air heating
7.1.1 Installation and adjustment of the (optional) purge air heating (SLH).
The installation kit for the purge air heater depends on the type of the
measuring probe (for vertical or horizontal ducts). When the D−R 800 with
purge air heating is ordered, the appropriate installation kit is delivered in each
case. The installation of the heater is prepared as far as possible. The
following description has been prepared based on the probe for horizontal
ducts. Of course the components of the probe for vertical ducts differ from
those shown in these diagrams, but the installation operations described are identical.
Installation of the purge air heating should be performed before the probe is
fitted into the dust duct or attached to the installation flange!

CAUTION

Damage to electronic components due to
electrostatic discharge (ESD)
DURAG devices are enclosed in a casing, and thus protected against
uncontrolled electrostatic discharge (ESD). Suitable ESD protective measures
must be taken before the device is opened (e.g. for service or maintenance work).

Installation of the purge air heater
First the bracket for the purge air heater and the weather protection hood
should be bolted to the probe casing.
1. To do this, the probe casing must be opened. Three of the socket-head screws
supplied (Figure 7.1-B) are inserted into the existing screw holes in the
probe casing, screwed using a 5 mm L-wrench into the tapped holes in the
bracket, and tightened. The M6 cap nuts supplied are then screwed on to
the screws there they project at the back of the bracket plate, and tightened
to lock the screws.
A Attachment screws to the
instantaneous heater
(4 ×)
B Attachment screws to the
bracket heater(3 ×)
C Purge air delivery tube
D Cap nuts
(also used as lock nuts)

Figure 7.1: Installation of the purge air heating I
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2. The instantaneous heater of the purge air heating is now fastened to the
mounting plate using the four remaining socket head screws (Figure 7.1-A).
The purge air hose from the supply unit (outlet) is connected to the hose gland
at the purge air heating (Figure 7.2-E, inlet) and secured with a hose clip.
E Purge air inlet SLH
F Purge air outlet SLH
G Purge air inlet at probe
H Air flow monitoring unit
I

Purge air heating

K Inspection cap

Figure 7.2: Installation of the purge air heating II

3. If a purge air adaptor is fitted at the purge air inlet to the probe, replace it
with the purge air delivery tube (Figure 7.1-C) supplied. The delivery tube
should be inserted into the purge air inlet at the probe (Figure 7.2-G) and
secured using the union nut. Note that the tube should previously has
been aligned so that the guide pin registers in the respective groove in the
purge air inlet at the probe.
At the instantaneous heater end (Figure 7.2-F) the gasket supplied should
be inserted between the tube and the heater. Then the tube can be secured
with three socket-head screws.
4. After the supply unit has been switched on, first check that the purge air is
emerging correctly from the measuring lance. Assuming this is the case,
the D−R 800 can be inserted into the dust duct and bolted to the installation
flange (see section 6.3 from page 52).

WARNING

Risk of electric shock
Once any casings or guards have been opened, live parts are accessible.
Before working on the device, the mains power leads must therefore be
disconnected from the power and protected against unauthorised
reconnection. If the guards have been removed, they must be replaced before
switching on the mains power.
5. The electrical connection is performed using the cable already prepared
and wired as described on the pages for the purge air heating. It can be
connected to the terminals provided for the purpose in the supply unit
(see Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Installation of the purge air heating III (electrical connection)

Note that the (miniature) fuse in the supply unit protects only the probe
electronics and the purge air blower. The protection of the purge air heating is
generally provided by the fuse in the power supply cable to the supply unit
(see section Installation, electrical connection from page 55).
If necessary a separate connection for the purge air heater, with its own fuse,
may provided.
The monitoring and control of the purge air heater is performed using an
integral control loop (see also section Adjustment of the purge air heater from
page 72).
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If the optional flow rate and temperature monitoring is not used, no fault
message! will be received in the event of failure of the purge air heater.
The instantaneous heater can be reset (put back in operation) after the overheating
protection has tripped only by manual intervention. (For a description of resetting
the overheating protection see page 125.)

TL
TC

Temperature limiter
Temperature controller

Figure 7.4: Purge air heater internal control loop

WARNING

Risk of burns
Never touch parts that may be hot unless wearing temperature
resistant gear or safety gloves.
Setting the controller to > 70°C can lead to external temperatures at
the heater of > 60°C!
(Comply with the applicable regulations of the Machines Directive!)

Finally, after all connections and adjustments on the D−R 800 have been
made, where required the weather protection hood (version for D−R 800 with
purge air heater) can be fitted.
6. First mount the bracket for the weather protection hood (Figure 7.6-N) on
the purge air heater bracket plate (Figure 7.6-O).
To do this, screw both the socket-head screws supplied through the bracket and
into the free tapped holes in the purge air heater bracket plate .
7. Then the weather protection hood (Figure 7.6-M) is slid over the measuring
head including the purge air heater attached to it. The recess in the
weather protection hood (Figure 7.5-Q) fits over welded-in tube (Figure 7.5R) and thus between duct wall and flange. The hood can now be secured
to its inner bracket, working from above and using the two knurled screws
(Figure 7.5/Figure 7.6-L). The associated sealing rings are fitted to the
screw threads between the screw heads and the weather protection hood.
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L Knurled screws
fastening the weather protection
hood
Q Recess for welded-in tube
R Welded-in tube

Figure 7.5: (optional) weather protection hood purge air heater

L Knurled screws
fastening the weather protection
hood
M Weather protection hood
N Retaining plate for weather
protection hood
O Purge air heater bracket

Figure 7.6: Installation of the purge air heater IV (weather protection hood, optional)
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Adjustment of the purge air heater
1. Undo the four M8 screws on the cover of the red protective casing, and
remove the cover.

Figure 7.7: Adjustment of the purge air heater I

This allows access to the two temperature adjusters, which are wired in series.
A

Temperature limiter

B

Temperature controller

Figure 7.8: Adjustment of the purge air heater II

2. As a basic setting we recommend the limiter (A) is set to 100°C and the
controller (B) to 70°C. The settings can deviate from these values if
required. In this case remember that the device external temperature may
be > 60°C and the applicable regulations of the Machines Directive, which
specify special protective measures for such cases. In addition the
maximum permissible hose temperature of 80°C must not be exceeded.
Where necessary a special hose may be used to make the connection
between the heater and the dust measuring probe.
3. Finally the cover is screwed back on to the red protective casing (before
doing so check the sealing ring for correct seating and freedom from damage).
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7.1.2 Dimensional drawing of the purge air heater
40

out
65

in

G 1¼“ DIN ISO 228

80

138
~400

125

drw_dr800_Durchlauferhitzer

80

125

125

100

250

,
Figure 7.9: Dimensional drawing of the purge air heater
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7.2 Purge air monitoring
7.2.1 Installation and adjustment of the (optional) purge air monitoring.
The (optional) purge air monitor is available in two versions:
1. purge air monitoring
2. flow and temperature monitoring
(recommended in connection with the optional purge air heater)
If the flow rate falls below a specified (flow rate) value, or failure of the power
supply or of the supply unit, the relay K5 (in the supply unit) trips and triggers
an alarm message.

2
1

3
4


1
2
3
4

1

BN

4

BK

3

BU

L+

L-

drw_dr800_Spülluftfühler_Schaltschema_0002

Installation of the purge air monitoring

Purge air monitoring unit
BN brown
-/BU blue
BK black

Figure 7.10: Connection of the purge air monitoring unit

Adjustment of the purge air monitoring
The purge air monitoring unit is supplied by DURAG preset to the required flow
rate range. After installation and electrical connection there is generally no
need to adjust the purge air monitoring unit to the local flow conditions.
What is however always necessary is selection of the correct flow rate
restrictor. For this see also "Installation, purge air supply" from page 58,
especially Table 6.4.
If the purge air monitoring unit is reset to the factory settings (see "Restoring
the factory settings (reset)" from page 77), it is essential to set it again to the
correct flow rate range. Unless this is done, reliable purge air monitoring will
not be achieved!

For setting the rate of flow the operation of the D−R 800 with it is assumed that
the purge air supply is in operation and that the operating conditions are
normal. i.e. that the rate of flow has be reset to the normal ambient conditions
prevailing hitherto.
Alternatively you can return the purge air monitoring unit to DURAG GROUP
company addresses see page 153) for calibration.
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1
2, 3

Operating mode display
Setting keys for adjustment and configuration

Figure 7.11: Local adjustment of the purge air monitoring

The green LEDs show the current rate of flow (the LEDs 0 to 9 represent the
range between zero flow and the set maximum rate of flow).
An LED that is lit indicated the position of the switching point.
This means:
orange = relay output closed* (rate of flow present),
red
= relay output open* (no rate of flow present).
*(relay R5 supply unit, see Table 6.3: Terminal assignment from page 57)

Commissioning and adjustment
 Switch on the power supply
> all LEDs light up and go out again step by step. During this time the
output is closed. This means that the purge air monitoring unit is in
operating mode.

Legends
LED OFF
LED lights up
green
LED lights up
orange
LED lights up
red



Allow the normal flow through the equipment



Check the display and determine any further actions

1

The presetting is suitable for monitoring
> No further adjustments are necessary.

2

Normal flow rate is less than the representation
range of the display (LED lights up: res)
2 Adjustment options:
> Change the switching point
> Adjust the normal rate of flow

3

Normal flow rate is less than the representation
range of the display (LED lights up:
> Adjust the with normal flow rate

LED flashes

Table 7.1: LED display for the purge air monitoring unit

You can restore the factory settings at any time (see page 77).
Adjusting the rate of flow (adjusting the normal rate of flow)
The purge air monitoring unit specifies the existing rate of flow as the normal
rate of flow and adjusts the display representation to it automatically (all LEDs
apart from the switching point LED light up green).
The purge air monitoring unit is already factory-set to the normal rate of flow
(without pressure differential, i.e. pressure differential = 0 !).

D−R 800



Allow the normal flow rate through the equipment



key and keep it pressed (Figure 7.11 (3)).
Press the
> LED 9 lights up, and after approx. 5 s it starts to flash.
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 Release the key.
The device is now adapted to the flow conditions. It switches to operating
mode, and the devices display now appears as example 1 (Table 7.1).
The adjustment affects the switching point: It is increased in proportion (to a
maximum of LED 7).
As a second step the minimum rate of flow is now set in the purge air
monitoring unit.
The minimum flow rate adjustment may not be set until after the normal flow
rate adjustment.


Allow the minimum flow rate into the system or arrange for an absence of
flow (e.g. briefly - for no longer than 3 minutes - disconnect the purge air
hose from the supply unit).



key and keep it pressed
Press the
> LED 0 lights up and after approx. 5 s starts to flash.



Release the key. The purge air monitoring unit loads the new value and
switches to operating mode.

Error during adjustment
If the device adjustment cannot be performed, all LEDs flash red. After this the
device will switch back to operating mode without changing any values
 Error during installation

Read the section "Installing the purge air
monitoring".
Check that all the requirements have
been satisfied.

 The difference between the Increase the rate of flow differential and
maximum rate of flow and repeat the adjustment.
minimum rate of flow is too small
 Sequence of normal rate of flow
adjustment / minimum rate of
flow adjustment
not complied with

Perform both adjustment procedures
again, this time in the right sequence:
1. Normal rate of flow adjustment
2. Minimum rate of flow adjustment.

Table 7.2: Possible causes / remedies for "Error during device adjustment"

Change the switching point rate of flow
The switching point (rate of flow) is preset to LED 7.
It may be advisable to change this if:
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the switching point LED lights up even in normal mode, i.e. the normal rate
of flow is less than the presentation range.
die rate of flow fluctuates greatly or pulses.
a quicker response time by the purge air monitoring unit is desired (lower
switching point = quick response if the rate of flow increases, high
switching point = quick response if the rate of flow decreases).
key.
Briefly press the
> switching point LED starts to flash.
or
key as many times as required. Each key depression
Press the
moves the switching point display one step in the direction indicated.
D−R 800
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If 2 s elapses without any key being pressed, the loads the new value and
reverts to operating mode.

Setting the temperature switching point (optional)
 Briefly press the
key.
> The device displayed the current temperature and the current setting of
the switching point (temperature) in steps of 10°C for about 5 s.
red LEDs = current temperature (10° steps),
green or orange LED = switching point
LED green, if OUT = OFF; LED orange, if OUT = ON



Within 5 s briefly press the
key again once.
> The current adjustment of the switching point (temperature) is shown in
steps of 1°C and can be changed.
continuously lit LED = tens (10 times x °C),
flashing LED = units (x °C)
here showing: 51°C
LED green, if OUT = OFF; LED orange, if OUT = ON
In addition the current temperature is shown in steps of
10°C by red LEDs
here showing: current temperature 30 – 39°C



Press the
or
key as many times as required. Each key depression
moves the flashing LED (units) by one step in the direction indicated by
the key.

After LED 9 has been reached, the progression begins again from LED 0; the
continuously lit LED (tens) steps one place to the right (when set using ).

After LED 0 has been reached, the progression of flashing LEDs begins again
from LED 9; the continuously lit LED (tens) steps one place to the left (when
set using ).

5 s after the last key depression the display reverts to the temperature and
switching point display mode (step 1). After a further 5 s the device, with the
newly set value loaded, reverts to operating mode.

Restoring the factory settings (reset)

D−R 800
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The purge air monitoring unit is supplied by DURAG preset to the required flow
rate range. A reset deletes this setting!
After this calibration (normal rate of flow adjustment) is absolutely
essential!


Press the
key for at least 15 s.
> LED 9 lights up, after approx. 5 s it starts to flash
> after 15 s LEDs 0…9 start to flash orange.



Release the key. All adjustments are now reset to the factory settings:
- working range: 5…100 cm/s for water
- switching point: LED 7
- output function: normally open
- not interlocked.

After a reset the device is configured for monitoring liquids (water). So as to
obtain meaningful results for monitoring purge air, it is essential to set the
normal rate of flow (perform normal rate of flow adjustment; see page 75)!

7.2.2 Dimensional drawing rate of the flow / temperature monitor for purge air
(Purge air monitoring)



LED bar display



Adjustment keys

Figure 7.12: Dimensional drawing rate of the flow / temperature monitor
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7.3 Weather protection hood
7.3.1 Dimensional drawing of the weather protection hood

Figure 7.13: Dimensional drawing (optional) weather protection hood

D−R 800
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7.3.2 Dimensional drawing for the weather protection hood for purge air heater

Figure 7.14: Dimensional drawing (optional) weather protection hood for purge air heater
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7.4 Modbus
The Modbus protocol is a communications protocol. It is based on a
Master/Slave or Client/Server architecture. Since 1979, Modbus, because of
its open protocol has become a de facto standard in the industry.
Using () Modbus a master (e.g. a PC) and several slaves (e.g. measurement
and control systems) can be connected to each other. The DURAG Modbus
uses a serial interface (RS-485) for this.
The data are transmitted in binary form . Using this technique a higher data
throughput rate can be achieved than if the data were in () ASCII format.
This form of Modbus is referred to as RTU (RTU: Remote Terminal Unit).
Because the data is in a binary structure the information transmitted and
processed by Modbus must then be converted into a form readable by
humans.
The Modbus receives its power from the supply unit; see Table 6.3 on page 57
and section 7.4.6 from page 83.

7.4.1 General information on the Modbus protocol
In this section we have summarised the essential information for setting up
and operating the Modbus for DURAG devices, and here especially for the
D−R 800 system. The section is intended for operators and maintenance
personnel who have experience with DURAG measurement systems and who
possess the necessary basic knowledge of information processing and
networking. Basic information about Modbus is therefore not presented at this
point, but is assumed for understanding this manual.
Basic information about Modbus can be obtained from the Internet at the home
page of the
Modbus Independent User Organisation (IDA) *.


"Modbus Protocol Specifications"
http://www.modbus.org/docs/Modbus_Application_Protocol_V1_1b.pdf
(describes the datagrams (protocol data units) that are exchanged
between master and slave).



"Modbus over Serial Line Specification and Implementation Guide"
http://www.modbus.org/docs/Modbus_over_serial_line_V1_02.pdf
(describes how the datagrams are packed into telegrams (application data
units)).
*(We offer no guarantee of the correctness of the Internet addresses). We take
no liability for the contents of the pages listed. The presenters of those pages
take sole responsibility for them).

7.4.2 Technische Beschreibung DURAG Modbus für D−R 800

D−R 800

Interface

serial (RS-485)

Baud rate selectable

9600 / 19200 Baud

Number of data bits

8

Number of stop bits

1

Parity

none
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7.4.3 Setting addresses (slave addresses)
Information on the setting of the Modbus addresses (slave addresses) can be
found in the D−R 800 manual, in section:
Operation, parameterisation communication.
The available address range is from 1 to 247 decimal,
the default address is: 42 decimal
A maximum of 32 devices/Segment can be in use at the same time.

7.4.4 Type of cabling, cross-section,
max. length of the Modbus cables used
The specifications for the cables used in Modbus operation can be found on
the Internet under the address*
http://www.modbus.org/docs/Modbus_over_serial_line_V1_02.pdf
in the section 3.6 Cables.
For quick reference we have reproduced the relevant section asfollows:
3.6 Cables
A MODBUS over Serial Line Cable must be shielded. At one end of each
cable its shield must be connected to protective ground. If a connector is used
at this end, the shell of the connector is connected to the shield of the cable.
An RS485-MODBUS must use a balanced pair (for D0-D1) and a third wire
(for the Common). In addition to that a second balanced pair must be used in a
4W-MODBUS system (for RXD0-RXD1).
If a twisted 4-pair category 5 cable is used, please remind the user of this in
the user guide:
“Connection of a crossed cable in a 2-wire MODBUS system may cause damage”.

To minimize errors in cabling, a colour code is recommended for the wires in
the RS485-MODBUS Cables :
Signal names
Recommended colour
D1-TXD1
yellow
D0-TXD0
brown
grey
Common
4W (optional )
RXD0
white
4W (optional )
RXD1
blue
Figure 28: Colour code for RS485 MODBUS wires

Note :

Category 5 cables use other colours.

For RS485-MODBUS, the wire gauge chosen must be sufficiently thick to permit
the maximum length ( 1000 m ). AWG 24 is always sufficient for MODBUS Data.
Category 5 cables may operate for RS485 MODBUS to a maximum length of
600m.
For the balanced pairs used in an RS485-system, a Characteristic
Impedance with a value higher than 100 Ohms may be preferred, especially
for 19200 and higher Baud rates.
*) Addresses, content and up-to-date status not guaranteed; the organisation and contents of the
listed home page is at the discretion of the page presenter.
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7.4.5 Terminating resistor for Modbus
The terminating resistor for the D−R 800 Modbus is activated by plugging a
jumper on the printed circuit board no. 2.

No. 2

↓ No. 4

Baseplate >

< Shutter cable
No. 3

No. 1

Figure 7.15: Activation of the Modbus terminating resistor on the D−R 800 printed circuit board
no. 2

7.4.6 Bus assignment
The measuring lance is connected to the supply unit with an 18-pin cable. The
cable should be made up with a connector on the measuring lance end and a
permanent connection to the supply unit. All customer's connections are made
in the supply unit in the right-hand part of the terminal strip (see Figure 6.9 on
page 56).

Terminal 11

A

Terminal 12

B

RS485

19200 or
9600 Baud

Modbus

Table 7.3: Teminal assignment for Modbus

D−R 800
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7.5 Modbus register definitions
This section lists the data for the Modbus register definitions. There are two ranges, the general parameters and the device-specific
parameters*. D−R 800 or cannot be used for it are generally not listed. There may therefore be gaps in the address ranges.
Abbreviations
These abbreviations and terms are used in the following tables:
Explanations:

Explanations:
R Read
PV Primary value

Read enabled
1st measured variable

SV Secondary value 2nd measured variable
TV Third value
3rd measured variable
FV Fourth value

4th measured variable

() ASCII
() BCD
() Binary
() Single
() Word
()

all ASCII characters permissible
4-digit binary-coded decimal number
Binary value
Floating-comma number with single precision to IEEE754 in reverse presentation
Data word
see glossary also.

Table 7.4: Abbreviations and terms in the tables

Data formats
The data formats are defined as follows in the following tables:
Byte address
(Modbus)

0

+1

+2

+3

Description

Example

Type
ASCII

AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA ASCII characters - The first character lies first on the bus

Binary (16 bit) BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB

The highest value bit lies first on the bus,
the lowest value bit lies last

Binary (32 bit) BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB The highest value bit lies first on the bus,
the lowest value bit lies last

D−R 800

0x 41 42 43 44 = ABCD
0x 01 23 = 0b 0000 0001 0010 0011
0x 01 23 45 67 =
0b 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111
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Byte address
(Modbus)

0

+1

+2

+3

Description

Example

Type
Single (32 bit) MMMM MMMM MMMM MMMM SEEE EEEE EMMM MMMM IEEE 754 Single in reverse presentation
S – sign
E - exponent (with offset 127)
M - mantissa

0x 06 4B 3F 9E = 1.234567

Word (16 bit)

0x 01 23 = 0d 291

WWWW WWWW WWWW WWWW

The highest value bit lies first on the bus,
the lowest value bit lies last

DWord (32 bit) DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD The highest value bit lies first on the bus,
the lowest value bit lies last

0x 01 23 45 67 = 0d 19088743

BCD (16 bit)

BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB

0x 01 23 = 0d 123

BCD (32 bit)

BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB The highest value bit lies first on the bus,
the lowest value bit lies last

0x 01 23 45 67 = 0d 1234567

DateTime

TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT UNIX time: seconds elapsed since the
1st January 1970 00:00 h UTC

0x 48 FC 2C 70 = 20.10.2008 09:00

The highest value bit lies first on the bus,
the lowest value bit lies last

Table 7.5: Data formats in the tables

Supported function codes
The following function codes are supported:
Code

Hex

Function

Range

01*

0x01

Read Coils

Internal Bits or Physical Coils

02*

0x02

Read Discrete Inputs

Physical Discrete Inputs

03

0x03

Read Holding Registers

Internal Registers or Physical Output Registers

04

0x04

Read Input Registers

Physical Input Registers

*)

Coil address = 16 × Register address; Coil start-address = 16 × n, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, …; Number of coils = 16 × m, m = 1, 2, 3, …

Table 7.6: Unsupported function codes

D−R 800
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7.5.1 General parameters and functions
Version
01.00
Range group
Register
Size
Parameter name /
addr.[hex] [register] Function name

Table 7.7

Device information
0x0000
0x000A
0x0014

10 Manufacturer's name
10 Device name
4 Device type

R/W Presentation Description

R
R
R

ASCII
ASCII
BCD

Manufacturer's name, e.g. "DURAG GmbH – Germany"
Device name, e.g. "D-R 800"
Device type code = e.g. D-R800: 0012.2175.0000.0000

0x0018
0x0022

5 Device serial number
2 Primary device firmware
revision

R
R

ASCII
BCD

Device serial number
Firmware Version and Release, main processor e.g. 01.01 R 0023

0x0080
0x0081

R
R

Word
BCD

R

BCD

0x0085

1 Modbus address
1 Device protocol revision
common
1 Device protocol revision
specific
1 Baud rate

R

Word

Slave address 1..247 (std. 42)
Protocol version DURAG bus general range
(0x0000..0x 7FF) e.g. 01.00
Protocol version DURAG bus device-specific range (0x0800..0x0FFF) e.g.
01.00
Baud-Rate for the RS-485 interface
0
9600 Baud
1
19200 Baud

0x0100
0x0102
0x0103
0x0105
0x0107
0x0108
0x010A
0x010C
0x010D

2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Single
Word
Binary
Single
Word
Binary
Single
Word
Binary

Bus information

0x0082

Variables output

D−R 800

Primary variable PV
PV unit code
PV status
Second variable SV
SV unit code
SV status
Third variable TV
TV unit code
TV status

1st measured variable – value
D−R 800: dust concentration
1st measured variable - unit of measure code
D−R 800 0x51 mg/m³
1st measured variable - status code (see Table 7.8)
2nd measured variable – value
D−R 800 Scattered light
2nd measured variable - unit of measure code
D−R 800 0x74 SL
2nd measured variable - status code (see Table 7.8)
3rd measured variable – value
D−R 800 Current output 1
3rd measured variable - unit of measure code
D−R 800 0x12 mA
3rd measured variable - status code (see Table 7.8)
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Version
01.00
Range group
Register
Size
Parameter name /
addr.[hex] [register] Function name

R/W Presentation Description

Table 7.7

0x010F
0x0111
0x0112

2 Fourth variable FV
1 FV unit code
2 FV status

R
R
R

Single
Word
Binary

4th measured variable – value
D−R 800 Current output 2
4th measured variable - unit of measure code
D−R 800 0x12 mA
4th measured variable - status code (see Table 7.8)

0x0200
0x0204
0x0208

R
R
R

Single
Single
Word

0x0209
0x020A
0x020B

2 PV upper limit value 1
2 PV upper limit value 2
1 PV measuring range
code
1 PV type code
1 PV integration time
2 PV offset a0

R
R
R

Word
Word
Single

0x020D

2 PV slope a1

R

Single

0x020F

2 PV slope a2

R

Single

0x0211

2 PV slope a3

R

Single

1st measured variable - upper limit value 1
1st measured variable - upper limit value 1
1. measured variable - hardware measuring range
e.g. 0, 1, 2, …
1st measured variable - duct selection
1st measured variable - integration time in seconds
1st measured variable - offset a0, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
1st measured variable - slope a1, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
1st measured variable - slope a2, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
1st measured variable - slope a3, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration

0x0228

R

Word

0x0229

1 SV measuring range
code
1 SV type code

R

Word

0x022A
0x022B

1 SV integration time
2 SV offset a0

R
R

Word
Single

0x022D

2 SV slope a1

R

Single

0x022F

2 SV slope a2

R

Single

0x0231

2 SV slope a3

R

Single

Variable setting

D−R 800

2. measured variable - hardware measuring range
e.g. 0, 1, 2, …
2nd measured variable - duct selection
2nd measured variable - integration time in seconds
2nd measured variable - offset a0, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
2nd measured variable - slope a1, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
2nd measured variable - slope a2, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
2nd measured variable - slope a3, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
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Version
01.00
Range group
Register
Size
Parameter name /
addr.[hex] [register] Function name

R

Word

0x0249

1 TV measuring range
code
1 TV type code

R

Word

0x024A
0x024B

1 TV integration time
2 TV offset a0

R
R

Word
Single

0x024D

2 TV slope a1

R

Single

0x024F

2 TV slope a2

R

Single

0x0251

2 TV slope a3

R

Single

0x0268

R

Word

0x0269

1 FV measuring range
code
1 FV type code

R

Word

0x026A
0x026B

1 FV integration time
2 FV offset a0

R
R

Word
Single

0x026D

2 FV slope a1

R

Single

0x026F

2 FV slope a2

R

Single

0x0271

2 FV slope a3

R

Single

0x0280

2 Media temperature

R

Single

0x0248

Table 7.7
D−R 800

R/W Presentation Description

3. measured variable - hardware measuring range
e.g. 0, 1, 2, …
3rd measured variable - duct selection
3rd measured variable - integration time in seconds
3rd measured variable - offset a0, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
3rd measured variable - slope a1, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
3rd measured variable - slope a2, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
3rd measured variable - slope a3, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
4. measured variable - hardware measuring range
e.g. 0, 1, 2, …
4th measured variable - duct selection
4th measured variable - integration time in seconds
4th measured variable - offset a0, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
4th measured variable - slope a1, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
4th measured variable - slope a2, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
4th measured variable - slope a3, y = a3*x³ + a2*x² + a1*x + a0
not for internal calibration
Media temperature [°C] for measured value standardisation
standardisation)

(0 = no
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Version
01.00
Range group
Register
Size
Parameter name /
addr.[hex] [register] Function name

R/W Presentation Description

Messages

Table 7.7

0x0500
0x0504
0x0508
0x050C

4 Current message register
4 Current warning register
4 Current simple error
register
4 Current critical error
register

R
R
R

Binary
Binary
Binary

Register for current information
Register for current warnings
Register for current simple errors

(see Table 7.9)

R

Binary

Register for current critical errors

(see Table 7.9)

(see Table 7.9)
(see Table 7.9)

Table 7.7: General parameters and functions

D−R 800
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7.5.2 Status codes

Table 7.8

Version
Bit
00

01.00
Bit code [hex]
0x00000000

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010
0x00000020
0x00000040
0x00000080

Message present in: Current message register
Message present in: Current warning register
Message present in: Current simple error register
Message present in: Current critical error register
Collective fault message
Collective maintenance message
-

01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00

09
11
13
14
15
16

0x00000100
0x00000400
0x00001000
0x00002000
0x00004000
0x00008000

upper limit value 1 of the associated measured variable active
upper limit value 2 of the associated measured variable active
Normal measurement
Zero point measurement
Dirtiness measurement
Reference point measurement

01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00

Meaning
no message

valid from version
01.00

Table 7.8: Status codes

D−R 800
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7.5.3 D−R 800 Messages
Version
Bit

01.00
Bit code [hex] Message

Version
Bit

Current simple message register

Current message register
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Table 7.9

64
65
66
67

D−R 800

no message
Zero point measurement, manual
Pollution measurement, manual
Reference point measurement, manual
Zero point measurement
Pollution measurement
Reference point measurement
Control cycle end
Output range 2
Unlocked
I28 Calibration
I27 Test measurement
I26 Adjustment
I25 Simulation
I24 Initialise
I23 Control cycle
I21 Internal maintenance
I20 External maintenance
Current warning register
0x00000000
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010
0x00000020
0x00000040
0x00000080
0x00000100
0x00000200
0x00000400
0x00000800
0x00001000
0x00002000
0x00004000
0x00008000
0x00010000
0x00020000

0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008

01.00
Bit code [hex] Message

128
129
130
131
132

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

E17 Overflow I
E16 mA-In > 20mA
E15 mA-In < 4mA
E14 Pollution > 60%
E11 Overflow P
Current critical message register
0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010

0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010
0x00000020
0x00000040
0x00000080
0x00000100
0x00000200

E12 Overflow A
E09 New device
E08 Adjustment
E07 Laser off
E06 AD converter
E05 ROM message
E04 RAM message
E03 EEPROM version
E02 EEPROM checksum
E01 EEPROM ack

Table 7.9: D−R 800 Messages

upper limit value 1 active
upper limit value 2 active
E13 Pollution >30%
E10 Overflow M
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7.5.4 D−R 800 Parameters and functions
Version
Range group

01.00
Modbus
Size
addr.
Parameter name
[register]
[hex]

R/W

Presentatio
Description
n

valid
from
version

D-R 800 parameter: CL0
0x0800

1

0x0801

EEPROM version
SW/HW

EEPROM version required by the software / the data in
the EEPROM
Device state: Fault, maintenance, interlocking, autorange
I2, GW1, GW2
Contacts: IN2, IN1, R4, R3, R2, R1
Dirtiness (0.1%) (A05)
Exhaust gas temperature in 0.1 [K]
Sensor temperature in 0.1 [K] (in the electronics casing)
Laser temperature in [K]
Current input measured value, 2000=20mA (A04)
Code level:
CL0 operation disabled,
CL1 operation enabled (D00)

R

Word

1 Device state

R

Binary

0x0802
0x0803
0x0804
0x0805
0x0806
0x0807

1
1
1
1
1
1

R
R
R
R
R
R

Binary
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Word

0x0808

1 Code level

R

Word

0x0900

1

R

Integer

CL1: Mantissa adjustment factor (E02)

01.00

0x0901

1

R

Word

CL1: Exponent adjustment factor (E02)

01.00

0x0902

1

R

Integer

CL1: Adjustment offset (E03) in [mg/m³]

01.00

0x0903

1

R

Word

CL1: Characteristic curve (E04) (1..3)

01.00

0x0904

1

R

Integer

01.00

0x0905

1 Control cycle output time

R

Integer

CL1: Time interval for control cycle (0,1h) (E07)
CL1: Time in [s] for the respective output of the individual
control values (E08)

Digital IO
Pollution
Temperature exhaust gas
Temperature sensor
Temperature laser
Current input value

01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00

D-R 800 parameter: CL1
Adjustment factor
mantissa
Adjustment factor
exponent
Adjustment offset
Adjustment characteristic
curve
Control cycle time

01.00

Table 7.10: D−R 800 Parameters and functions

Table 7.10

D−R 800
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Dust concentration meter

08
8

Operation

8.1

Menu structure

8.2

Edit mode:

8.3

Brief commands

8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.4.4
8.4.5
8.4.6
8.4.7
8.4.8
8.4.9
8.4.10
8.4.11
8.4.12

Description of the individual display and input fields
Overview of the main menu
Measured value display (A00)
Logbook (B00)
Info(C00)
Code input (D00)
General parameterisation (E00)
Current outputs parameterisation (F00)
Parameterisation of digital I/O (G00) (Parameterisation of digital inputs/outputs)
Parameterisation of temp(erature) measurement (H00)
Parameterisation of communications (I00)
Maintenance (J00)
Check devices (K00)

8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3

Set-up, adjustment
Calibration
Measuring statuses
Communications interface

Operation

8

Operation
In this section we will explain how to use the D−R 800. We explain the
principle of the operator menu, operation and use of the four keys, we describe
the individual display and input fields and their use and provide information on
important parameters and data which must be entered before commissioning
for effective use of the system.
The operation of the D−R 800 is organised into a two-dimensional menu
structure. The overview of this structure can be found in the Appendix on page
136 ff. To facilitate orientation, the respective menu address (e.g. F05 = Error
current menu) is located at the bottom right of the menu fields in this overview.
This ID code is used in the manual to uniquely identify menu pages.
By pressing the + &  keys simultaneously for approx. 1 s, you can see
this ID code shown briefly at the top right of the display.
The keys on the measuring unit are not the same as the keys on a computer
keyboard. Considerably more time is required to process the key depressions.
Therefore, press the keys for a full second.

D−R 800
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8.1 Menu structure
Vertical:Main menu
The first column, labelled with A00 to K00, represents the main menu.
All fields of the main menu are marked by a list symbol in the bottom right
corner of the display.

Figure 8.1: Menu structure: vertical: Main menu

Key
+
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Function
downwards in the main menu
upwards in the main menu

MOD

switches to the submenus (apart from Code input)

STO

no function (apart from Code input)

D−R 800

Operation

Horizontal:Submenu
The fields of the selected submenus are arranged horizontally (lines labelled
with numbers from 01 to 10 ). Either information is displayed in these lines, or
an entry can be made.
The MOD LED lights up for all menu fields in which an entry can be made (1).

Figure 8.2: Menu structure, horizontal: submenu

Key

Function

+

next field



D−R 800

previous field

MOD

back to the main menu

STO

edit mode
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8.2 Edit mode:
Edit number
After changing to editing mode with STO a number can be entered (red LED
of STO key is activated).
Key
+



Function
Increments the number at the cursor position
Changes the cursor position

MOD

Reject changes

STO

Save changes

In the "Edit number" edit mode a cursor is shown under digit to be edited.
When the value is being saved to the EEPROM, the red LED in the STO -key
flashes.

Figure 8.3: Menu, edit mode, example: Edit number
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Select text
In the “Select text” edit mode, a flashing cursor appears on the far right of the
second line.
After switching to edit mode with STO (red LED in the STO key lights up).
Key
+



Function
Select function (up)
Select function (down)

MOD

Reject changes

STO

Save changes

In the "Assign operating temp" edit mode, a flashing cursor appears on the far
right of the second line.
When the value is being saved to the EEPROM, the red LED in the STO key
flashes.

Figure 8.4: Menu, edit mode, example: parameterisation of temperature measurement
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8.3 Brief commands
Simultaneously press (approx. 1 s) the following keys:
Key
combination

Function

MOD & 

skips directly
Dust(A01).

to

MOD & +

skips directly back to the field from which
MOD &  were executed.

STO & MOD

Manual cancellation of the control cycle.

+&

Displays the index of the current field.

Scattered

light(A02)

or

STO & MOD
&+& 

Software reset of the D−R 800.

8.4 Description of the individual display and input fields
Measured value display
Logbook

On the following pages, the measurement unit is shown in the margin column
of the main menu and, framed in bold, the current position:

Info
Code input
General parameterisation

The overview of the entire menu structure can be found in the Appendix from
page 136, the overview of the control parameters on page 135.

Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications
Maintenance
Device check

8.4.1 Overview of the main menu


Measured value display A00:
Displays the current measured values, the status of the analogue and
digital inputs and outputs.



Logbook B00:
Displays the last 20 errors or events since the last restart.



Info C00:
Displays the serial number, date of manufacture and SW version.
Data can only be output up to this level (code level 0, menus A-D). In order to
prevent access to the settings and unauthorised changes to them by
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unauthorised persons, access to code level 1 (menus E-K) is protected by a
security code.


Code input D00:
Input field for the unlocking code to obtain access to the other menu fields.



General parameterisation E00:
Input fields for: calibration values, integration time, amplification, control
cycle and user code.



Current outputs parameterisation F00:
Setting the current outputs.



Digital I/O parameterisation G00:
Assignment of the functions of the relay outputs, the digital inputs and limit
values.



Temperature measurement parameterisation H00:
Input fields for operating temperature measurement / current input and the
constant operating temperature.



Communications parameterisation I00:
Input fields for communications on the () RS485 - Modbus or cyclical.



Maintenance J00:
Manual starting of zero point, reference point, dirtiness, control cycle and
calibration measurement. Resetting of all customer parameters.



Check devices K00:
Fields for testing the analogue and digital interfaces.
Access to the following displays can be easily understood with the help of an
example:
Example:

D−R 800

for display of the scattered light (A02)
Before starting please note:
The keys on the measuring unit are not the same as the keys on a computer
keyboard. Considerably more time is required to process the key depressions.
Therefore, press the keys for a full second.
You are in the "Measured value" menu (A00).
Press MOD and then + to switch to the submenu (A01). Pressing +
again beings you to the submenu (A02).
"Scattered light" appears in the top line of the display, and a 3-digit number
with one place of decimals, e.g. 101.0, appears in the bottom line.
To return to the main menu (in this case to A00) press the MOD key.
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8.4.2 Measured value display (A00)
Measured value display

Dust concentration (A01)

Logbook

Dust content display.

Info

Scattered light (A02)

Code input

Displays the scattered light measured value as a pure number.

General parameterisation

Current outputs (A03)

Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications

Displays the actual current output values. For the second current output, the
output range currently being used (R1 / R2) is also displayed.
Operating temperature (A04)
Displays the operating temperature. If the external current input is selected for
this, the mA value of the current input is also displayed.
Dirtiness (A05)

Maintenance

Displays the percentage dirtiness of the device.

Check devices

Relay contacts (A06)
Displays the status of the relays.
1: Relay active
Input contacts (A07)
Displays the status of the digital inputs.
1: Input open
Limit values (A08)
Displays the status of both limit values.
1: Limit value active

8.4.3 Logbook (B00)
Measured value display

Errors / Events (B01)

Logbook

The last twenty errors / events are stored.
When new errors / events are added, the oldest errors or events that are not
currently active are overwritten first of all. You can switch between the
messages with the + &  keys.

Info
Code input
General parameterisation
Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of digital
I/O

The second line of the display means:
t:

Time in minutes since the error occurred.

T:

Time in minutes for how long the error was outstanding.
If no value is specified here, the error is still active.

Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications
Maintenance
Check devices
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8.4.4 Info(C00)
Measured value display

Serial number (C01)

Logbook

Displays the serial number of the device.

Info

Date of manufacture (C02)

Code input

Displays the date of manufacture of the device.

General parameterisation

Firmware version (C03)

Parameterisation of current
outputs

Displays the firmware version of the device.

Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications
Maintenance
Check devices

8.4.5 Code input (D00)

Code input

There are different operating levels in the D−R 800. After switch on, the device
is in code level 0. Access to code level 1 is enabled by entering the operator
code in the Code input menu field (D00).
To enter the code, in the Code input menu field (D00) press the STO key
and then enter the code. See page 100 Edit mode: Edit number.

General parameterisation

Code level 0 displays all measured values and the status of the device.

Parameterisation of current
outputs

Code level 1 contains all user-relevant menu fields for parameter input.

Measured value display
Logbook
Info

Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications
Maintenance

In order to lock the device again, an incorrect code must be confirmed with the
STO key in the Code input menu field (D00). 30 minutes after its last
operation, the D−R 800 automatically reverts to code level 0 (not with test
measurements - see Maintenance (J00)).
When the device is delivered, the operator code is: 1234. It should be changed
during parameterisation in the Operator code menu field (E08), to protect the
device against unauthorised access.

Check devices
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8.4.6 General parameterisation (E00)
Measured value display

Adjustment factor (E01)

Logbook

The factor for converting scattered light to dust concentration (if necessary
obtained from the test institute during calibration) is entered here. After the
exponent has been entered and confirmed with STO , the cursor skips to the
mantissa. This must also be confirmed with STO .
For calibration see also page 26 and page 113

Info
Code input
General parameterisation
Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications

Adjustment offset (E02)
An () offset for the dust concentration can be entered here. This offset is also
determined by the test institute during calibration if necessary.
Characteristic curve (E03)
An exponent (x1, x² or x³) for converting scattered light to dust concentration
can be set here (only required in special cases, generally assignment is linear).

Maintenance
Check devices

Dust [mg/m³] = Adjustment factor [mg/m³] . (Scattered light
offset [mg/m³]

) + adjustment

exponent

Integration time (E04)
expressed in seconds.
When the device is switched on, the entire memory is set to zero. Individual
measured values are then permanently recorded and stored in the memory for
1800 seconds. The integration time specifies the time period over which the
value of the recorded data is averaged (5 – 1800s) and output as current
measured value.
The unattenuated individual measured values from the last 1800 seconds are
stored in the RAM, so that in the event of a change in the integration time the
correct attenuated measured value is immediately calculated from the stored
individual measured values and output.
(Hardware) measuring range (E05)
Selection of the current gain stage. In addition to the selected gain stage, the
current percentage utilisation of this range is displayed. Thus you can (and
must) ensure that a 100% utilisation is not exceeded in any operating situation
(measuring range 3 provides the lowest gain).
Control cycle time (E06)
The time interval for the control cycle is entered here. If a value of zero is
entered, the control cycle is switched off.
Control cycle output time (E07)
Specifies the time in seconds for which the individual measured values (zero
point, dirtiness and reference point) are to be kept in the display, before they
are replaced by the value available as current measured value in (E05).
Operator code (E08)
The four-digit code that protects code level 1 can be changed here. When the
device is delivered, the operator code is 1234.
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8.4.7 Current outputs parameterisation (F00)
Measured value display

Current output 1 assignment (F01)

Logbook
Info

Selection of the outputs between dust concentration and operating
temperature.

Code input

Current output 1 output range (F02)

General parameterisation

(supply unit terminals 1 and 2)

Parameterisation of
current outputs

Selection of the dust concentration

Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications

A dust concentration value (in mg/m³) can be assigned to the current output for
its maximum value (20 mA).
At the minimum value of 4 mA, the dust concentration is zero.
The assignment curve between min and max is linear.
If the dust concentration exceeds the assigned value, the current output is
limited to 20 mA.

Maintenance
Check devices

Example:

to set the dust concentration value (in mg/m³) or operating temperature
(in °C)
You are already in the current outputs parameterisation (F00) menu.
By pressing MOD and then + switch to the submenu (F01). Pressing
+ again takes you to the submenu (F02). Now press STO to go into edit
mode, so that you can enter the dust concentration value. The LEDs in the
STO and the MOD keys are now both lit.
A 3-digit number with one place of decimals appears in the display; the first
digit before the decimal point is underlined, which means that this digit can
now be changed. To do this press + ; with each press the displayed number
is incremented by one. If you have incremented it too far, simply repeat the
process and run through the sequence once again until the correct number is
shown.
Once the first position is set correctly, press the  to move (leftwards) to the
second digit and repeat the setting process by repeatedly pressing the +
key.
Then press  to move where necessary to the third digit and enter this digit
also in the same way.
Input of the max. dust concentration value is now complete and is saved by
pressing STO . When the value has been successfully saved, the STO LED
confirms this by flashing a few times.

In order to generate an error message from a current output overflow, a limit
value (in mg/m³) must have been set to 20 mA for the respective current
output (in the G01 or G02) menu.
If the operating temperature has been selected in the field (F01), 4 mA is
output for 0 °C and 20 mA for the temperature value assigned here (see
example of dust concentration value/operating temperature input). The
assignment curve between min and max is linear.
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Current output 2 – output range 1 (F03)
(supply unit terminals 3 and 4)
A dust concentration value (in mg/m³) can be assigned to the maximum
current flow (20 mA) here too. (see example of dust concentration value /
operating temperature, but first switch to the (F03 or F04)submenu). If the
dust concentration is equal to zero, 4 mA is output. If the dust concentration
exceeds the specified value, the current output is limited to 20 mA.
Current output 2 – output range 2 (F04)
supply unit terminals 3 and 4)
If a non-zero value is input here, the range switch-over to current output 2 is
activated automatically. If a value greater than 20 mA would be attained for
current output 2, based on the settings for the first output range, the display is
automatically switched over to the output range 2 set here. As soon as the
measured value in output range 1 gives a value less than 17.5 mA, the first
output range is switched back to.

Figure 8.5: Range switch-over - output ranges

The range switch-over is performed automatically when a value is entered into
current output 2 – output range 2. To make the range currently used evident
externally, the output should be assigned to one (of the four) relays. This
function must be manually assigned to the relay (default relay R3) ( see menu
(G05) for R3).

Error current (F05)
The normal current range for temperature or dust concentration is 4 20 mA. If
an error is detected in the device, which results in invalid measured values and
may require the user to make adjustments to the device, an error current is
output in fixed, selectable values of 0 – 3.8 mA (default 2.4 mA) at both error
outputs, on request. For this, see also Control parameters for code level 1 from page 135.
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8.4.8 Parameterisation of digital I/O (G00)
(Parameterisation of digital inputs/outputs)
Measured value display

Limit value 1 / 2 (G01/G02)

Logbook

The limit value is output in mg/m³ here. If the entered value is exceeded, the
relevant limit value is set. In order to output this to a relay contact, the contact
must be parameterised accordingly.

Info
Code input
General parameterisation
Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of
digital I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications

Relay 1 - 4 assignment (G03-G06)
The function of the relays is defined here.
Relay contact open:

the relay is de-energised

Fault

Fault status: Relay contact open

Maintenance

Maintenance status: Relay contact open

Limit value 1

Limit value 1 exceeded: Relay contact open

Limit value 2

Limit value 2 exceeded: Relay contact open

Autorange 2

Automatic switching of the output range of current
output 2
Output range 1: Relay contact closed

Off

no function

Maintenance
Check devices

Input 1 / 2 assignment (G07/G08)
The function of the inputs is defined here.

D−R 800

Contact open:

the digital input is open - 24V is present

Contact closed:

the digital input is switched to ground (DGND)

Maintenance

external maintenance input
contact closed:
device is stopped and
maintenance error.

Start contr.c.

external input for starting the
control cycle
Contact closed (> 0.5 s):
Control cycle is started

Interlocking

external hardware interlocking
Contact closed:
Parameters can only be viewed but not changed

Off

no function

sets

the

external
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8.4.9 Parameterisation of temp(erature) measurement (H00)
Measured value display
Logbook
Info
Code input
General parameterisation
Parameterisation of current
outputs

In order to determine the dust concentration correctly, the gas temperature is a
factor that should be included in the calculations. The change in volume - and
consequently also the change in dust concentration - can thus be calculated
and compensated. The D−R 800 uses the following equation.
Dust concentration =
Scattered light x (1 + operating temperature [°C] / 273.15) x adjustment factor +
adjustment offset

Parameterisation of digital I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications

Operating temperature assignment (H01)

Maintenance

Choice between:

Check devices

 external operating temperature measurement via
the 4 - 20 mA current input (supply unit terminals 5 and 6)
and assignment of the minimum temperature value in °C
which must correspond to 4 mA, in menu field (H02) and
assignment of the maximum temperature value in °C
which must correspond to 20 mA, in menu field (H03) (the assignment
curve between min and max is linear) or


assignment of a constant operating temperature in °C
in the constant operating temperature (H04) menu field.

For the input of data into the measuring unit, please also see the example on
page 107.

8.4.10 Parameterisation of communications (I00)
Measured value display
Logbook
Info
Code input
General parameterisation
Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement
Parameterisation of
communications
Maintenance
Check devices

Communications (I01)
Definition of type of communications via the () RS485 interface.
Modbus

Modbus communications - see section 7.4 from page 81.

cyclical

a number of data are output cyclically via the RS485

Off

no digital communications

Cycle time (I02)
nterval time for cyclical data output in seconds.
Modbus address (I03)
Device address for Modbus communications.
Baud rate (I04)
Selection of the Baud rate between 9600 and 19200 Baud.
Default: 19200 Baud.
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8.4.11 Maintenance (J00)
Measured value display

Set internal maintenance (J01)

Logbook

Pressing the STO key in this menu field sets the "I21 int. mtce" status. This
status is ended again by pressing the STO or MOD keys. The effect is
identical to the external maintenance contact.

Info
Code input
General parameterisation

Zero point measurement (J02)

Parameterisation of current
outputs

The measurement is started manually by pressing the STO key. The
measurement is executed until ended by pressing the STO or MOD key.

Parameterisation of digital
I/O

Measure ref(erence)point (J03)

Parameterisation of
temperature measurement

The measurement is started manually by pressing the STO key. The
measurement is executed until ended by pressing the STO or MOD key.

Parameterisation of
communications

Measuring the dirtiness (J04)

Maintenance

The measurement is started manually by pressing the STO key. The
measurement is executed until ended by pressing the STO or MOD key.

Check devices

For the fields zero point, reference point and dirtiness measurement, the
measurement is started as soon as the STO is pressed.
For the fields zero point, reference point, dirtiness measurement and during
the control cycle, these are output to current output 1. Current output 2 is
frozen at the last measured value for the dust.
Start control cycle (J05)
The control cycle can be started manually here. The effects are identical to
those of the external input contact or the cyclical control cycle.
Calibration (J06)
In this menu field, the linearity of the D−R 800 can be checked.
The device must be removed from the flue first of all (Please always comply
with the safety instructions amongst others on page 116).


Start calibration. The device performs a measurement in the dirtiness path
for one minute in order to determine the current reference value for the
unfiltered beam path.
Nothing must be put in the beam path during this reference measurement.



The various filter disks can then be set on the control unit. The attenuation
is output on the display. This should correspond to the (target) values of
the filter (maximum differential ± 3%). For a description of installation of
the filter disk for checking linearity see page 116.
The filter disks are available as the option "Control unit, consisting of:
Filter holder and filter set (4 pieces) D−R 800 – 80“ (see page 31).

For a series of menu fields that start a particular process, the default value is
"Cancel".
It should be started wither by pressing the + or  key and then confirmed
with the STO key.
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Reset EEPROM (J07)
Via this menu field, ALL parameters in code level 1 are reset to the default
values (see table on page 135).
Load EEPROM version (J08)
If the error message "E03 EEp.Version" occurs, there is a discrepancy
between the current EEPROM table and the EEPROM table required by the
software (e.g. after a software update). After setting the parameters that are at
variance to permitted values, you can acknowledge the error E03 here. The
parameters that are new or now have a different function are indicated with
each software version.
EEprom Version (J09)
The current EEPROM version of the data stored in the EEPROM (HW) and the
EEPROM version required by the software (SW) is displayed here.
If the two versions differ, e.g. due to a software update, the parameters
required for the new software must be entered and the EEPROM version
updated (Load EEPROM version (J08)).

8.4.12 Check devices (K00)
Measured value display
Logbook
Info
Code input
General parameterisation
Parameterisation of current
outputs
Parameterisation of digital
I/O
Parameterisation of
temperature measurement

The hardware and the wiring can be tested with the test routines. While these
tests are running, the device is not ready for measuring - Display "I25
Simulation".
Press the STO key to start a test. End the test by pressing the STO - key or
the MOD key.
Test current output 1 / 2 (K01/K02)
The entered value is output directly to the current output.
Test RS485 (K03)
Each byte sent to the D−R 800 is returned and shown on the display.
The default Modbus address is 42dec.

Parameterisation of
communications

Test relay (K04)

Maintenance

The relays can be set successively by pressing the + or  keys.

Check devices

Test input contacts (K05)
The status of the digital inputs is displayed.
Test current input (K06)
The actual current input value is displayed.
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8.5 Set-up, adjustment
Before the D−R 800 can output the correct dust value it must be set up and
calibrated.

8.5.1 Calibration
In principle, a gravimetric comparison measurement should be performed by a
recognised test institute (accredited measuring body) to EN 13284 to calibrate
the D−R 800.
During this process the measured values of the D−R 800 are compared with
the dust concentrations from the gravimetric comparison measurement. At the
end of the comparison measurement, a table is compiled with value pairs from
the current signals of the D−R 800 and the dust contents determined by the
standard reference measuring procedure [mg/m³]. (see value pairs table
below)
Symbols used:

a

y-intercept of calibration function to EN 13284 – 2

b

Gradient of calibration function to EN 13284 – 2

a'

Adjustment offset after calibration, otherwise 0.0

b'

Adjustment factor after calibration, compared to I neutral (E02)

c

Concentration determined to EN 13284 – 2 from the current signal I

c'

Concentration which the D−R 800 can display, if
entered approximately equal to c

'
c end

Current output range (F02)

I

Current signal from the current output of the D−R 800

JF

Adjustment factor before calibration to EN 13284 – 2, in comparison
with I neutral (E02)

S

Scattered light proportional to the dust content in the measuring duct

S end

Scattered light which must not be exceeded, otherwise current signal
overflow will occur

(E03)

a' & b ' are correctly

As a necessary intermediate step for generating the current signal, the
instrument-internal scattered light is first of all shown on any (non-calibrated)
'

concentration display c , with a default adjustment factor" ( JF ) of 0.01
(section "General parameterisation" from page 105), "Adjustment factor
(E02)).
It is very important for the adjustment offset (E03) to be unchanged at 0.0
before calibration (EN 13284-2)!
'

This concentration display in turn is shown with the preset output cend range of
20 mA corresponding to = 25 mg/m³ (Parameterisation of current outputs
(F02)) on a range of 4 to 20 mA.
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'

For a sufficient signal level it may be necessary to make the c end smaller
(<25mg/m³), so that a larger part of the current output range is used.
The following simple relationship applies:
'
cend
 JF * S end

(example..

25

mg
mg
 0,01 3  2500 )
3
m
m

The current I is calculated from the scattered light S according to the following
function f(S):

 16

f ( S )  
 JF  S  4  mA
 JF  S end

Here you can see that the adjustment factor JF for the current output I may
be any value!
An example of a possible table with values pairs current i of the D−R 800 and
concentration from the gravimetric comparison measurement could look like
this:

Value pairs table:
Example for the calibration table
Value pairs table
Pair of values

Scattered
light

S

Concentration
D−R 800
display

Current

c'

I

mg/m³

mA

Concentration from
gravimetric
comparison
measurement
c
mg/m³

Pair of values 1

-11

-0.11

3.93

0.20

Pair of values 2

110

1.10

4.70

0.80

Pair of values 3

182

1.82

5.16

2.00

Pair of values

673

6.73

8.34

2.70

Pair of values

2202

22.02

18.09

10.00

Table 8.1: Value pairs table from gravimetric comparison measurement
From the calibration table obtained (framed in bold), in accordance with the
procedure specified in EN 13284-2, the calibration function: ci  a  b  I i
with
y-intercept of the calibration function
a:
Example: -2.246 mg/m³

b:
gradient of the calibration function
Example: 0.669 mg/m³/mA
are determined.
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This gives

c '  b  I  a (to EN13284-2)

Current

Concentration

I

c'

mA

mg/m³

3.93

0.38

4.70

0.90

5.16

1.21

8.34

3.34

18.09

9.87

Table 8.2: Value pairs table for the calibration function

These values are subjected to a variability check during calibration
(permissible deviation of the gravimetric concentrations from those of the
D−R 800 has not been done for this example).
From the intercept a and the gradient b of the calibration function, the
correct parameters can be defined for the concentration of the D−R 800, as
follows:

a '  a  4  b  Adjustment offset (E03)
example: 0.432 mg/m³

b' 

16  b
S end

 Adjustment factor after the calibration (E02)

example: 0.00428 mg/m³/mA
Where

c'  b'  S  a'

8.5.2 Measuring statuses
Initialisation
After switching on, the D−R 800 executes a self-initialisation for approx. 15 s.
The various measuring statuses (apart from measuring) are indicated by LEDs
flashing on the display. The reference point is located at approx. 70% of the
measuring range.

Measuring
The device is in measuring mode. The dust concentration is measured and
output to the current outputs according to the parameterisation. All digital and
analogue inputs are evaluated. The measurements are independent of the
displayed menu field.
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Internal / external maintenance
The D−R 800 is put into maintenance - externally by an input contact or
internally via the menu field Set internal maintenance (J01). The internal
measurements continue but are not output and are also not used for average
value formation. The error current is output at the current outputs.

Control cycle
A control cycle is performed - started externally by an input contact, internally
via the menu field Start control cycle (J05) or cyclically with the time set in
the menu field Control cycle time (E07).
First of all a zero point measurement, then a pollution measurement and finally
a reference point measurement are performed. The control cycle measured
values are output at the first current output; the second current output is frozen
at the last value. The duration of the individual steps can be defined in the
menu field Control cycle output time (E08) The values can also be output
digitally via the cyclical communication()(see chap. Interface
communication).

Test measurement (zero point / reference point / dirtiness)
Test measurements have the purpose of checking the device. They can be
started manually from the (J02, J03 or J04) menu fields. During a test
measurement the measured value is output at the first current output; the
second current output is frozen at the last value. The test measurements are
ended by pressing the MOD key.
No control cycle is started during test measurements and simulation.

Filter installation for checking the linearity of the D−R 800
calibration (J06)
First of all the device must be removed from the flue. Don’t switch off the purge
air supply yet.

WARNING

Special hazard due to gases
If the measurement duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high
temperatures or high pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the
measurement probe may be fitted or removed only when the plant has been
shut down!
Personnel must put on protective clothing and protective mask beforehand if
necessary.

WARNING

Danger of burns
Never touch parts that could be hot without temperature resistance equipment
or protective gloves.
Mount the calibration holder with its plane side to the lens diaphragm on the 20
mm circular tube of carrier probe. The pressure pin should take its matching
position in the depression in the lens diaphragm.
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The depression in the lens diaphragm could be soiled from operation within
the flue. If the depression isn’t visible, please clean lens diaphragm with oilfree compressed air or a lint free cloth, if necessary with clear water and ethyl
alcohol.

Insert the four different neutral density filters* one after another carefully into
the calibration holder and do the nominal/actual value comparison, using the
data table below.

Figure 8.6: Filter installation for checking the linearity

* The transmission value of the delivered neutral density filters is exactly
determined by the manufacturer. Every filter has a customised number to
enable definite allocation of the detected transmission value. During calibration
the value displayed by the D−R 800 (actual value in the table) should differ by
less then ± 3% from the manufacturer's stated value (target value in the table).
The following table can be used as template to document the calibration as it
is being performed.
Nominal
value
Neutral filter

individual
filter number

Target value

Actual
value**

Date

07111006

8,7%

8,8%

02.08.2009

10%
20%
40%
50%
Example:
10%

** permissible variation from target value absolute ± 3%

Table 8.3: Table for documentation of the calibration as it is being performed

Simulation
Simulation status is set when a menu field from the Check devices (K00)
submenu is activated. All other outputs apart from the tested function are
undefined.

D−R 800
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8.5.3 Communications interface
In the Communications menu field (I01) you can select none, Modbus or
cyclical communications. Communications occur at a rate of 19200 Baud,
8 bits, no parity and 1.5 stop bits.

Modbus
Information about () Modbus can be found in section 7.4 from page 81.

Cyclical communications
Information about D−R 800 () Cyclical communications is available in a
separate document as required.
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Maintenance
The D−R 800 is a Dust concentration meter which is easy to maintain.
This section explains the necessary work such as visual checking and
changing filters.

9.1 Customer service information
If desired the maintenance can also be undertaken by DURAG GmbH. We will
gladly explain the advantages of a maintenance contract for your company to
you. Also the installation and commissioning of the D−R 800 measuring device
can be performed by DURAG. Welding-in of the flange tube and the electrical
installation up to the supply unit must be carried out by approved specialist
companies. We will gladly provide you with details of these. Our service
address and telephone numbers can be found in the Appendix on page 153.

9.2 Safety
WARNING

DANGER
Risk of electric shock. Once any casings or guards have been opened, live
parts are accessible. Before working on the device, the mains power leads
must therefore be disconnected from the power and protected against
unauthorised reconnection. If the guards have been removed, they must be
replaced before switching on the mains power.
Danger due to laser light
Risk of blinding!
- never look directly into the line of the beam
- never direct the laser beam D−R 800 towards any person
- always remember that the laser beam can be reflected.
If the measurement duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high
temperatures or high pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the
measurement probe may be fitted or removed only when the plant has been
shut down!

CAUTION

Damage to electronic components due to
electrostatic discharge (ESD)
DURAG devices are enclosed in a casing, and thus protected against
uncontrolled electrostatic discharge (ESD). Suitable ESD protective measures
must be taken before the device is opened (e.g. for service or maintenance
work).
Damage to property by unauthorised personnel
The person responsible for safety must ensure that only qualified (authorised)
personnel operate the measuring system described in this manual.
Particular care must be taken to ensure that the warnings on protection of
personnel and protection of the measuring system specified in this manual are
known and complied with.
Depending on the type of maintenance:
First, if necessary remove the D−R 800 probe from the measuring duct,
complying with the system instructions and safety instructions. Make sure you
blank off the installation hole in the duct (using heat-resistant material).
Now (and not earlier) detach the purge air supply from the probe.
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Before the connection cable can be disconnected and reconnected, the
miniature fuse holder for the fuse L1 in the supply unit must be swung open.
The measuring lance then performs a reset and an auto-initialisation. Any
measuring results not saved beforehand will be lost!

Figure 9.1: Miniature fuse holder in the supply unit D−R 800

9.3 Maintenance work
9.3.1 Maintenance intervals
The D−R 800 is a low-maintenance measuring system with system-dependent
measuring intervals, which must be defined by the operator. They depend on:


the type of the medium being measured



the pressure relationships



the general ambient circumstances (e.g. climatic conditions at the
measurement location)
It makes sense to initially start with a short maintenance interval (typically four
weeks), then step-by-step according to the circumstances to extend to up to
six months.
Independently of this, however, a check should be performed every four
weeks.
Lack of or inadequate maintenance of the measuring system is likely to result
in failure of and possibly damage to the probe and the measuring head due to
increasing dirtiness of the measuring probe, after system warnings to this
effect.

9.3.2 Inspection, control and adjustment work

D−R 800



Testing the purge air unit including the purge air hose for damage (e.g.
kinking) and ageing.



Verification of the hose connections for leaktightness and firm seating.



If necessary: Blow through the purge air hoses
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9.3.3 Lubrication, servicing and cleaning work on the probe


Switch the D−R 800 into Maintenance mode.
a) activate maintenance by parameterisation of the maintenance menu
group (J01):
b) activate maintenance by using a bride contact to close the digital input 1
(contact between terminals 13 and 14) or input 2 (contact between
terminals 15 and 16), depending on which input had been selected in the
parameterisation of digital I/O (G01/G02).

WARNING

If the measurement duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high
temperatures or high pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the
measurement probe may be fitted or removed only when the plant has been
shut down!


Removal of the D−R 800 from the flue. Don’t switch off the purge air
supply yet. Do not withdraw power from the supply unit until after the
device has been



removed from the flue.



Clean the outer parts of the device, paying particular attention to free exit
of the purge air at the diaphragm openings (Figure 9.2).



if necessary, blow through the hoses.

Figure 9.2: Diaphragm openings on the measuring probe

9.3.4 Cleaning the exposed optical surfaces
Cleaning the optics on the measuring probe (Figure 9.3)
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a) Unscrew the yellow inspection cap from the transmitter end.
Use oil-free compressed air or a soft lint-free cloth, moistened with water
and alcohol if necessary, to remove any deposits.

D−R 800
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Figure 9.3: Cleaning the optics on the measuring probe



b) Using a 2.5 mm hex wrench, unscrew the four socket-head screws and
remove the protective cap from the receiver end of the optics unit at the
end of the lance. Pull off the protective cap, and use oil-free compressed
air or a soft lint-free cloth, moistened with water and alcohol if necessary,
to remove any deposits.



a) Screw the yellow inspection cap back on.

Carefully screw the yellow inspection cap back on. If the thread is not properly
engaged there is a risk that the plastic thread may be crossed and damaged.
When the thread is properly engaged the cap can easily be screwed on with
two fingers.
Caution - don't transpose the cleaning and purge air ports.



b) Grease the four socket-head screws with high-temperature grease,
before reinserting them to secure the protective cap.



Make sure the probe cap is correctly aligned so that the light trap on the
inner face (1) faces the lens diaphragm (2) (see Figure 9.4).
Insert the four screws through the holes in the cap again, and screw them
into the tapped holes provided.

Figure 9.4: Probe cap with light trap

D−R 800
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9.3.5 Changing the filter
The maintenance intervals for the filter depend on the quality of the intake air.


Checking the purge air filter in the supply unit.
For this undo the bayonet fastener of the black filter housing by twisting it
anti-clockwise. If there are loose dirt particles present within the housing,
the filter cartridge must be removed. Cleaning the filter housing. Insert a
new filter cartridge. When closing the filter casing make sure that the
interlock engages.

r800_04_001

Change filter:
Turn lid counterclockwise,
remove downwards and
pull filter out

Figure 9.5: Exchanging the filter (supply unit)



Any deposits in the welded-in pipes must be removed.



Switch on the power to the supply unit again, the purge air fan starts to run
and the measuring head starts to perform measurements.



Wait for the result of the self-test.



If the self-test is OK, install the D−R 800 on to the welded-in flange again.

9.3.6 Inspection, checking and maintenance of (optional) accessories
Flow / temperature monitor for purge air
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Maintenance recommendation:



Check the sensor tip for deposits from time to time.



Clean it with a soft cloth. If there are any firmly attached deposits (such as.
lime scale) apply commercially-available vinegar to remove them.



Perform an operational check

D−R 800
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Purge air heater
WARNING

Risk of burns
Never touch parts that may be hot unless wearing temperature resistant gear
or safety gloves.
Setting the controller to > 70°C can lead to external temperatures at the heater
of > 60°C!
Maintenance recommendation:

WARNING



Clean it regularly with a soft cloth. If there are any firmly attached deposits
apply commercially-available neutral cleaner to remove them. This avoids
dust deposits charring or smouldering on the hot casing of the
instantaneous heater.



Every six months, check the settings of the limiter and controller (see
section 7.1.1 from page 67). Check the correct operation of the
instantaneous heater by measuring purge air temperature at the
measuring probe.
The use of the optional flow rate / temperature monitor (see above) is
recommended to detect quickly any failure of the purge air heater and thus
avoid consequential damage.

Under no circumstances allow the measuring probe to remain in the dust duct
unless the purge air supply is in operation. The measuring probe and
transmitting/receiving unit would quickly be irreversibly damaged by
overheating and dust.
If necessary remove the probe from the measuring duct. If the measurement
duct is carrying gases that are injurious to health, high temperatures or high
pressure, the Dust concentration meter with the measurement probe may be
fitted or removed only when the plant has been shut down!

Resetting the overheating protection
If the temperature limiter has tripped, the button of the green miniature circuitbreaker (red circle) jumps up (Figure 9.6) and the current supply is
permanently interrupted, so that the purge air heater cases to operate. The
only way to reset it (and restore the operation of the instantaneous heater) is
manually. In this case, proceed as follows:
1. Undo the four M8 screws on the cover of the red protective casing, and
remove the cover. This allows access to the temperature limiter.

a Temperature limiter

b Temperature controller

Figure 9.6: Overheating protection

D−R 800
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2. Push down the button (circled) on the temperature limiter miniature circuitbreaker that has tripped (Figure 9.6B) back into the retracted position
(Figure 9.6A).
The switch can be reset only once the instantaneous heater has cooled to
temperature lower than the setting of the temperature limiter (Figure 9.6a).
3. Finally, screw the cover back on to the red protective casing (before doing
so check the sealing ring for correct seating and freedom from damage).
4. Find out why the temperature limiter tripped - for instance:
a) was the purge air present (in sufficient quantity)?
were the hoses defective, blocked or kinked; or had they slipped off?
was the blower operating reliably, or had it failed?
b) Had the ambient air temperature changed - had it become too hot?
had the instantaneous heater been closely installed or covered, or become
extremely dirty?
Where necessary, rectify the cause of the temperature limiter tripping.
If it had been no purge air and insufficient purge air that had led to the
temperature limiter tripping, it is essential that you check that the measuring
probe is operating correctly, in particular to check that the lance and its
components, have not suffered damage due to overheating.

9.4 Messages
The last occurring and active event is shown flashing on the display. Events
can be information on the measuring status (Ixx) or error messages (Exx).
The last 10 events can be viewed in the Logbook menu (B01).
There are various levels for the error and information messages; these are
identified internally by the maintenance and fault flags. These flags can be
output to relays in the input fields (G03) to (G06) of the menu group Digital
I/O parameterisation(G00)
A distinction is made between actual errors (Exx) and information on the
measuring status (Ixx). The effects of the different statuses can be seen in the
following tables:
Flag
"maintenan
ce"

Flag
"fault"

-

-

OK

-

None

-

X

OK

X

Action required

X

-

reject

-

None

X

X

reject +
error current output

X

Action required

Measured value

red error
LED

Measures

Table 9.1: Messages from the measuring unit
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Description

-

no error

E01 EEp.Ack

EEPROM
failing to
respond

X

Fault flag

Message

Maintenance
flag

Maintenance

possible
cause

Remedy

Read / write error

Switch device off and on
again;
Change and save any
parameters;
If the error still occurs,
contact the Service
Department.
The device must be
adjusted by DURAG
The new values must be
saved; then execute menu
field
Load EEPROM
version (J08)

X

E02 EEp.Checksum

EEPROM
Checksum
error

E03 EEp.Version

EEprom
version
error

X

X

Software update
requires a new
EEPROM table

E04 RAM error

RAM error

X

X

RAM defective

E05 ROM error

ROM error

X

X

ROM defective

E06 AD converter

AD
converter
read error

X

X

Converter
defective

E07 Laser off

Laser off

X

X

Laser defective

E08 Adjustment

Adjustment
error

X

X

Values during
adjustment outside
the permissible
range

Check the control unit;
Repeat adjustment

E09 New device

New
device

X

X

Device is not fully
adjusted

Perform adjustment
Contact Service
Department

E10 overflow M

Measuring
light
overflow

Dust content too
high; Increase the
diaphragms

Select lower current gain;
Clean device

E11 Overflow V

Overflow
of pollution
light

X

X

Laser incorrectly
set

Contact Service
Department

E12 Overflow A

Overflow
during
adjustment

X

X

Incorrect
adjustment disk
selected

Insert correct adjustment
disk
Repeat adjustment

E13 Dirtiness >30%

Pollution
exceeds
30%

X

Device is dirty

Clean the device

E14 Dirtiness >60%

Pollution
exceeds
60%

X

Device is very dirty

Clean the device

D−R 800

X

X

X

Restart device;
If the error still occurs,
contact the Service
Department
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Description

Maintenance
flag

Fault flag

Maintenance

Current
input value
too small

X

X

E16 mA-In > 20mA

Current
input value
too high

X

X

E17 Overflow I

Internal
computer
overflow

X

I20 ext. maintenance

External
maintenan
ce is set

X

I21 int. maintenance

Internal
maintenan
ce is set

I23 Control cycle

Control
cycle
running

X

I24 Initial.

Initialisatio
n running

X

Message

E15 mA-In < 4mA

X

possible
cause

Remedy

Temp. transmitter
defective, cable
break or outside
measuring range

Check the temperature
transmitter

X

The dust content
calculation has an
overflow

Check adjustment factor

X

the external
maintenance input
is closed

Input open

X

the device has
been switched to
maintenance in the
menu

Press the STO or MOD
key to end

The control cycle
has been started
via the internal
cycle, externally,
or via the menu

Wait or cancel with the
STO + MODkeys.
Note: Cancellation may
result in an incorrect
dirtiness display

The device has
been restarted

Wait

Press the MOD key to
end it

X

I25 Simulation

Simulation
running

X

A field from the
Check
devices(K00) has
been selected and
started in the
menu

I26 Adjustment

Adjustment
running

X

An adjustment has
been started

Perform the adjustment
through to the end

Press the MOD key to
end it

Press the MOD key to
end it

I27 Test measurement

Test
measurem
ent running

X

A test
measurement
(zero point,
reference point or
dirtiness) has been
started

I28 Calibration

Calibration
running

X

The calibration has
been started

Table 9.2: Messages from the measuring unit (causes and remedies)
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Technical data

10.1

Performance features

10.2

Measuring range

Smallest measuring range 0-10 mg/m³
Largest measuring range 0-200 mg/m³
- depending on type of dust -

Accuracy

±2% of the measuring range full scale value

Integration time for the measured
value

5 - 1800 s freely definable in increments of 1
second

Control cycle

0.1 to 48 h freely definable in increments of
0.1 h

Laser protection class

II
Radiated power < 1mW at 655 nm

Dimensions and weights
Dimensions of the measuring
probe

1000 x 160 x 160 mm

Weight of the measuring probe

approx. 7 kg

Dimensions of the supply unit

380 x 300 x 210 mm

Weight of the supply unit

approx. 13 kg

Dimensions of the purge air heater approx. 420 x 125 x 125 mm

10.3

D−R 800

Weight of the purge air heater

approx. 5.5 kg

Dimensions of the purge air
monitoring casing

55 x160 x 80 mm

Power supply
Mains

85-264 VAC, 47-63 Hz

Power consumption overall
system

50 W (without purge air heater)

Fuse protection

Supply unit: Miniature fuse,
5x20 mm 1A slow blow
Evaluation unit: RM 5
0.5A slow blow

Protection type

IP 65
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10.4

Connections

Relays

four freely-programmable potential-free relay
outputs for variables such as limit values, fault,
maintenance…
one dedicated potential-free relay output for
purge air monitoring
Breaking capacity: 230 V~; 1 A

Current outputs

2 freely-programmable potential-free current
outputs for dust concentration and
temperature
0 - 20 mA; live-zero 4 mA; max. load 500 Ohm

Digital inputs

2 freely programmable digital inputs for
potential-free contacts;
for parameters such as maintenance, control
cycle…
Internal power supply; 24 V; 9 mA

Current input

1 active current input for operating
temperature measurement
4 - 20 mA; 24 V; load 200 Ohm
cyclical data output or Modbus

communications

10.5

10.6

132

RS485; 19200 Baud; 8 bits, no parity;
1.5 stop bits

Ambient conditions
Permissible ambient temperature

-20°C to +50°C
(The measuring probe must not be cooled
below the dewpoint.)

Purge air temperature

> Acid dew point on the measuring probe

max. exhaust gas temperature

+220 °C

min exhaust gas temperature

> exhaust gas dewpoint

Min max stat. exhaust gas
pressure

-50 to +10 hPa

Purge air heating
Mains

200-264 VAC / 100-132 VAC

Power consumption

500 W

Protection type

IP 65

max. temperature in the
connection casing

80°C

D−R 800
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10.7

Purge air monitoring
Operating voltage

19…36 DC

Power consumption

< 60 mA

Setting range

200…3000 cm/s

Pressure resistance

30 bar

Response time

1…10 s

Protection type

Sensor IP 67

permissible ambient temperature
for the terminal box

-25…+80°C

permissible purge air temperature -25…+80°C
associated relay
in the supply unit (K5)

10.8

Relay output:
Switching power: 250 VAC~; 16 A

Preset values for purge air monitoring (flow rate
monitor)
after a reset of the purge air monitoring unit (see page 77) the following
parameters are in force:
Working range

5…100 cm/s for water

Switching point

LED 7

Output function

NO
not interlocked

10.9

Preset values for the Modbus
As delivered, the Modbus preset values for the D−R 800 are:

D−R 800

Default slave address

42 decimal

Baud rate

19200 Baud, 8 bits no parity and 1.5 stop bits

Terminating resistor

Activated

Parameterisation of
communications

Off
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10.10 Dimensional drawings
Figure 6.2: Dimensionaldrawing (measuring )probe
page 51
Figure 6.7: Dimensional drawing for the supply unit D−R 800
page 54
page 73
Figure 7.9: Dimensional drawing of the purge air heater
page 78
Figure 7.12: Dimensional drawing rate of the flow / temperature monitor
page 79
Figure 7.13: Dimensional drawing (optional) weather protection hood
Figure 7.14: Dimensional drawing (optional) weather protection hood for purge air heater
page 80

10.11 Spares
Spare parts list D−R 800:

109 168

109 641
109 162

purge air limiter kit,
consists of three reducer plugs for different
volume restrictions

Filter cartridge for integral blower
filter casing
filter operation

103 656

Miniature fuse 5x20 mm 1 A slow blow
(VPE 10 pieces)
in the supply unit

110 279

fuse RM 5 0,5 A slow blow
(VPE 10 pieces)
in the evaluation unit

113 374

Purge air hose with fastening clips
(please state length)

113373
114129

3 m connection cable for measuring probe
10 m connection cable for measuring probe

(the actual device may vary from that illustrated)
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10.12 Control parameters for code level 1 - overview
Field name

Menu
min
no.

max

Default

Displayed
unit

Adjustment factor

E01

0.1000E-9

1.9999

0.0250

mg/m³

Adjustment offset

E02

-50,0

50,0

0

mg/m³

Characteristic curve

E03

x^1, x^2, x^3

linear x^1

-

Integration time

E04

5

1800

10

s

Measuring range

E05

0

3

0

-

Control cycle time

E06

0

48,0

24,0

h

Control cycle output time

E07

45

240

90

s

User code

E08

0000

9999

1234

-

Current output 1 assignment

F01

Dust value; operating temperature Dust value

-

5,0

999,9

25,0

mg

0,0

400,0

25,0

°C

Current output 1 Scattered light
F02
output range
Operating temp.
Current output 2
output range 1

F03

5,0

999,0

50,0

mg

Current output 2
output range 2

F04

0

999,0

0 (off)

mg

Error current

F05

0 mA; 2 mA; 2.4 mA; 3.8 mA; off

2,4

mA

Limit value 1

G01

0,1

999,0

15,0

mg

Limit value 2

G02

0,1

999,0

45,0

mg

Relay 1 assignment

G03

Fault

-

Relay 2 assignment

G04

Relay 3 assignment

-

G05

Fault; Maintenance; Limit value 1; Maintenance
Limit value 2; Autorange; off
Limit value 1

Relay 4 assignment

G06

Limit value 2

-

Input 1 assignment

G07

Input 2 assignment

-

Ext. Maintenance -

G08

External maintenance; control cycle;
interlocking; off

Control cycle

-

Temp. input assignment

H01

Current input; constant

Constant

-

Current input 4 mA point

H02

0

400

0

°C

Current input 20 mA point

H03

0

400

100

°C

Temp. constant

H04

0

400

0

°C

communications

I01

Modbus; cyclical; off

Off

-

Cycle time

I02

10

240

60

s

Modbus address

I03

0

255

42

-

Baud rate

I04

9600 Baud, 19200 Baud

19200

Baud

Table 10.1: Overview of control parameters for code level 1

D−R 800
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Menu structure

Figure 11.1: Menu structure D−R 800 part 1/3

D−R 800
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Menu structure

Figure 11.2: Menu structure D−R 800 part 2/3
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Figure 11.3: Menu structure D−R 800 part 3/3
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12

Standards and regulations
The DURAG GROUP is well-known for its high quality standards and has been
certified to ISO 9001 for a number of years. The products are manufactured to
the high national, European and international standards.
The following are implemented:

D−R 800



VDI 2066 / VDI 3950 – German standard for dust measurement



EN 14181 – European standard for quality assurance for automatic
measuring devices



EN 13284 – European standard for the determination of low dust mass
concentrations



EN 60825-1 – European standard for the safety of laser systems
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Declaration of Conformityand QAL1

13

Declaration of Conformityand QAL1

Figure 13.1: Declaration of Conformity

D−R 800
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Declaration of Conformityand QAL1

Figure 13.2: QAL1 to DIN EN 14181 and DIN EN 14956 page 1/2
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Figure 13.3: QAL1 to DIN EN 14181 and DIN EN 14956 page 2/2
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Glossary
cyclic communications

ASCII
American Standard Code for Information
Interchange
is a 7-bit character code which includes
the Latin alphabet in upper and lower
case, the ten Arabic numbers and a range
of special and control characters. In
computers and other electronic that
process text, the text is generally held in
ASCII format.
BCD or BCD code
BCD or BCD code in information
technology generally means the 8-4-2-1
code.
This is a numerical code which
individually dual codes every digit of a
decimal number. The sequence 8-4-2-1
stands for the values of the digits in a
dual coded decimal number. In individual
cases the designation BCD is also used
synonymously to the numeric code
meaning the general binary coding of
individual decimal digits. The BCD code
should not be confused with the BCD
counting code.
Binary or Binary file
A binary file is a file which in contrast to a
pure text file also contains non-alphabetic
characters. In such as file therefore any
byte value may occur. Files in binary
format are generally used to store data
and
executable
programs.
The
executable files of compiled programs are
therefore often referred to simply as
binaries.
Binary formats can be read and saved
more quickly than text files and require
less storage space on mass storage
media. Special editors are required for
reading, editing and saving binary data
formats.
BImSchV
Federal Emissions Control Act
Claus-unit
In der Clausanlage werden sämtliche
H2S-haltigen Abgase, die anfallen, aufgearbeitet. Hierbei wird das gifitge H2S zu
elementarem Schwefel und Wasser umgewandelt.
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Interface communication of the data in a
defined sequence, separated by specified
demarcation
characters
(such
as
semicolons), are transmitted combined
into data packets.
Extinction
the; <lat.>: amongst others (phys.)
attenuation of a wave motion (radiation)
when passing through a medium
by conversion of the transmission into
extinction and after a gravimetric
comparison measurement, the display is
output in mg/m³. By calculation based on
the reference variables T, P, RF for dust
concentrations this result is given in
mg/Nm³.
Forward scattering
In physics, scattering generally refers to the
deflection of an object through interaction
with another local object (scattering centre).
An example is the scattering of light on fine
particulates. Forwards scattering refers to
scattering processes in which only a small
deflection occurs (small scattering angle).
The measurement is therefore recorded
from the front, so against the beam
direction.
Frame
in this manual generally means a data
package
Gravimetry
the; <lat.>: (Chem.) Measurement
analysis; method for quantitative definition
of elements and groups in mixtures of
materials.
In situ measurement process
The term in situ (lat. for at the (original)
location, on the premises, "on the spot")
in environmental technology denotes the
execution of defined procedures on the
spot.
Modbus (interface communication)
The Modbus protocol is a communication
protocol based on a master/slave or
client/server architecture. Modbus has
become a facto standard in industry, as it
is an open protocol.
Using Modbus a master (e.g. a PC) and
several slaves (e.g. measurement and
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control systems) can be connected to
each other.

The data conductors must be in the form of
twisted pairs.

Offset or adjustment
In this manual offset denotes a static
value which is added to or subtracted
from a measured value, in order to adjust
the zero value, for example.

Single
floating-point numbers are normally
represented in computers as sequences of
32-bit (single ≙ "single precision") or 64-bit
(double ≙ "double precision").

Opacity
the; -<lat>: (optics) non-transparency
A light beam is transmitted through a
mixture of gases and particles and is
thereby attenuated through absorption
and scattering. The more particles are
found in the light beam, the stronger the
opacity. The ratio of the received light to the
transmitted light is a measure of the
transmission or the () reciprocal
opacity.
QAL1, (QAL1 certification)
certificate of successfully passing the
suitability test of automatic measurement
equipment.
For officially required measurement and
monitoring of emissions in Europe to
DIN EN 14181,
the
only equipment
approved in that tested for measurement
and data collection.
For reliable environmental protection,
tested and certified measurement
equipment and important as the basis for
continuous measurement and monitoring of
emissions and immissions.
Measurement
systems
with
QAL1
certification are characterised by specially
high accuracy
and reliability. In addition the certificate
explicitly lists the individual measurement
results and thus permits an optimum choice
of the measurement system to be used.
Range
Range

Scattered light
A light source emits light which is scattered
by particles in the gas and recorded by a
detector. The scattered light principle is
suitable for small dust burdens down to less
than 1 mg/m³. The relationship between
(→) measured value display and dust load
is determined by means of gravimetric
comparison measurement.
Word data word or just word
A data word is the basic data processing
unit in a computer. More generally it is the
smallest addressable unit in an electronic
component. The designations binary word
and
English
Word
are
used
synonymously. The size of this data unit
in bits is referred to as the word width or
word length, or as the bus width.
Often the designation word is used in
other ways. A word can then mean a
(platform-independently) specified unit of
data of a fixed size.
ZVEI
The ZVEI - The German Federation of the
Electrical Engineering and Electronics
Industry represents the economical,
technological and environmental policy
interests of a large section of the German
electronics industry.The federation works
together with national trade associations
and organisation, European trade and
industrial associations as well as
international organisations.

reciprocal
<lat.>: switch, opposite;
reciprocal value: (Math.) Inverse value
(interchange of numerator and denominator
in a fraction)
RS485 interface
is analogous to the RS422 interface. It was
been developed for high-speed data
transmission over long distances and
increasingly widely used in the industrial
sector.
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Index

A
Abbreviations in the tables 85
Address 82
Adjustment factor 106
Adjustment offset 106
Application areas 36
Approvals 34
ASCII 146

B
Baud rate 81, 110, 133
BImSchV 146
Binary 146
Binary file 146
Brief commands 102
Bus assignment 83

C
Cable length, max. for Modbus 82
Cable specification for Modbus 82
Calibration 26, 111, 113, 116
CE mark 34, 143
Changes
Reject 100
Save 100
Changing the filter 124
Characteristic curve 106
Check devices 112
Checklist
Preconditions for operation 61
Preconditions for use 48
Claus-unit 146
Cleaning the exposed optical surfaces 122
Code input 105
Code level 1
Control parameters 108, 134
Coil addresses, calculation of the 86
Commissioning 62
Communications
Cyclical 118
Menu 110
Communications interface 117
Company addresses 153
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Connection
Power supply 54
purge air supply 58
Control cycle
Control cycle 116
Control cycle output time 106
Control cycle time 106
start 111
Current output 1
Output range 107
Current output 1 assignment 107
Current output 2
Assignment of output range 1 108
Output range 2 108
Current outputs 104
Current outputs parameterisation 107
Cycle time 110

D
Damage in transport 33
Data formats 85
Date of manufacture 105
Declaration of Conformity 34, 143
Device serial number 105
Dirtiness 104
Display and input fields 102
Disposal 35
Dot, red 53
Dust concentration 104

E
Edit mode 100
EEprom
Load version 112
Reset 112
Version 112
Electrical connection 55
EN 13284 141
EN 14181 141
EN 60825-1 141
Equipment 38
Error / Events 104
Error current 108
Error log 104
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Index
Example
Input measuring unit 107
Scattered light display 103
Exposed optical surfaces cleaning 122
Extinction 146

F
Filter cartridge 134
Filter installation for checking the linearity 116
Firmware version 105
Flag
Fault 126
Maintenance 126
Flange / (measuring) lance length 50
Forward scattering 146
Function codes, supported 86
Functional description 41
Functional diagram 42
Fuse 55

G
General parameterisation 106
General safety instructions 17
Gravimetry 146

H
Hazard due to laser light 20
Hazard to the device due to purge air failure 21
Hazards due to electrical equipment 19

I
I21 128
In situ 146
Initialisation 115
Input 1 / 2 assignment 109
Input contacts 104
Installation sequence 48
Instructions
about the product 33
for delivery 33
for environmental protection 35
General tips or information 13
on warranty 34
Integration time 106
Interface 81
Internal / external maintenance 116
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L
Limit value 1 / 2 109
Limit values 104
Limitations of liability 34
Logbook 104

M
Mains fuse 55
Maintenance 111, 120
-intervals 121
-work 121
Meaning of the warnings and instructions used 12
Measured value display 104
Measuring 115
Measuring point
Suitable 51
Measuring range 106
Measuring the reference point 111
Menu
Check devices 112
Code input 105
General parameterisation 106
Info 105
Logbook 104
Main menu 102
Maintenance 111
Measured value display 104
Parameterisation digital 109
Parameterisation of communications 110
Parameterisation of Current outputs 107
Parameterisation of temperature 110
Menu structure
(A00) 104
(AI0) 110
(B00) 104
(C00) 105
(D00) 105
(E00) 106
(F00) 107
(G00) 109
(H00) 110
(J00) 111
(K00) 112
Horizontal 99
Overview graphic 137
Vertical 98
Messages 127
Measuring unit 126
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Index
Modbus D−R 800 specific messages 92
Modbus 81, 117, 146
Address 82, 110
Independent User Organisation (IDA) 81
Over Serial Line Specification and Implementation
Guide 81
Protocol Specifications 81
Register definitions 85
Slave-address 110
Terminating resistor 83

N
Naming of the parts of the system 37

O
Opacity 147
Operating levels 105
Operating temperature 104
Operating temperature assignment 110
Operation 97
Operator code in as-delivered condition 106

P
Parameterisation
Digital I/O 109
Temperature measurement 110
Parameterisation of communications 110
Parameters
Device-specific 85
General 85
Parameters and functions
D−R 800 specific 93
General 87
Pin assignment for Modbus 83
Preconditions for use 48
Purge air
Restrictor 58, 59
Purge air heater 44, 125
Purge air heater overheating protection, resetting the
temperature limiter 125
Purge air heating 67
Purge air monitoring 44, 74
Purge air monitoring unit, error during adjustment 76

Q
QAL1 144, 147
Qualified personnel 21
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R
Rating plate 35
Reciprocal 147
Red dot 53
Reducing Plug 59
Regulations 141
Relay 1 - 4 assignment 109
Relay contacts 104
Resetting the overheating protection 70
RS485 interface 147

S
Scattered light 104, 147
Scope of supply 31
Accessories 32
Set internal maintenance 111
Simulation 117
Single 147
Slave address 82, 133
Spare parts list 134
Standards 141
Status codes, general 91
Supply unit 43
Symbols, used 113
System components 41

T
Technical data 131
Ambient conditions 132
Connections 132
Dimensions and weights 131
Performance features 131
Power supply 131
Preset values for the flow rate monitor 133
Preset values for the Modbus 133
Purge air heating 132
Purge air monitoring 133
Terminal assignment 57
Terminating resistor for Modbus 83
Terminology 37
Test 112
Current input 112
Current input 1 / 2 112
Input contacts 112
Relay 112
RS485 112
Test measurement 116
Typographical conventions 12
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U
Use for the intended purpose 21

V
Value pairs table 114
VDI 2066 / VDI 3950 141
Version variants 38

W
Warning instructions, general
High risk - danger 12
Lesser risk - caution 13
Medium risk - warning 13
Warning instructions, specific
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Electric power 13
ESD 13
Explosion 13
General warning symbol 13
Hot surfaces 13
Laser radiation 13
Moisture 13
Warranty 34
Weather protection hood 79
Word, data word 147

Z
Zero point measurement 111
ZVEI 147
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DURAG GROUP company addresses

DURAG GmbH

DURAG France SARL

Kollaustr. 105 ▪ 22453 Hamburg
Tel. +49 40 55 42 18 – 0 ▪ Fax +49 40 58 41 54
E-Mail: info@durag.de

Parc GIP Paris Charles de Gaulle
49, rue Léonard de Vinci
BP 70166
95691 Goussainville, Cedex
France
Tel. +33 1 30 18 11 80 ▪ Fax +33 1 39 33 83 60
E-Mail: info@durag-france.fr

DVN – DURAG North Branch

Kollaustr. 105 ▪ 22453 Hamburg
Tel. +49 40 55 42 18 – 0 ▪ Fax +49 40 58 41 54
E-Mail: dvn@durag.de
DVO – DURAG DURAG East Branch

Meißner Ring 4 ▪ 09599 Freiberg
Tel. +49 37 31 30 04 – 0 ▪ Fax +49 37 31 30 04 – 22
E-Mail: durag.freiberg@durag.de
DVS – DURAG South Branch

Weidenweg 16 ▪ 73087 Bad Boll
Tel. +49 71 64 9 12 25 – 0 ▪ Fax +49 71 64 9 12 25 – 50
E-mail: info@dvs-badboll.de
DVW – DURAG West Branch

An der Pönt 53a ▪ 40885 Ratingen
Tel. +49 21 02 74 00 – 0 ▪ Fax +49 21 02 74 00 – 28
E-Mail: dvw@durag.de

DURAG GROUP UK Office

Suite 17, Brookside Business Park
Cold Meece, Stone
ST15 0RZ
Great Britain
Tel. +44 17 85 76 00 07 ▪ Fax +44 17 85 76 00 14
E-Mail: kevin.bate@durag.de
owen.webb@durag.de
DURAG, Inc.

1355 Mendota Heights Road Suite 200
Mendota Heights,
Minnesota MN 55120
USA
Tel. +1 65 14 51 – 17 10 ▪ Fax +1 65 14 57 – 76 84
E-Mail: thomas@durag.com
Durag India Instrumentation Private Limited

#143/16, Ground Floor, 4th Main Road
Industrial Town, Rajajinagar
Bengaluru (Bangalore) - 560 044
India
Tel.: +91 80 2314 5626 Ext 27 / +91 80 4215 1191
Fax: + 91 80 23 14 56 27
E-Mail: rajendra_kumar@duragindia.com
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